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ABSTRACT
According to Austin (1962), utterances may contain three levels of speech act: a locution,
an illocution, and a perlocution. Based on Austin’s (1962) and Searle’s (1979) speech act
theories, and Leech’s (2014) politeness principles, the objectives of the thesis are to explore
intentionality and politeness of the imperative by comparing its form, meaning, prosody,
function and distribution with those of the declarative and interrogative in Taiwan Sign
Language (TSL) contexts, and to compare the imperative with the quoted imperative in direct
speech, and with the reported imperative in indirect speech in TSL discourse.
The imperative can be used for many functions in contexts. Its force can be mitigated by
politeness strategies used in TSL. TSL signers may give reasons, apologize with the form
SORRY, and express gratitude to the addressee with the verb THANK. The imperative for a
request can begin with the adverb PLEASE and end with the question tag such as MAY or
GOOD GOOD-NOT. The polite request can be accompanied by nonmanual markers such as
gentle manners, graceful motions, slower speed, or the final lowering of the head and chin.
Different linguistic forms such as imperatives, declaratives or interrogatives with different
degrees of politeness will be used according to the speech situation and the horizontal or
vertical distance. Moreover, the imperative can begin with the first person plural subject WE
or the dual personal pronoun YOU-TWO. The former makes a suggestion that includes the
signer. Further, the imperative can be negated by the auxiliary DON’T expressing prohibition
and the modal MAY-NOT expressing absolute permission refused.
In addition, the imperative can be quoted with the reporting verb such as SAID or TOLD
in direct speech. The referential, spatial, temporal or affective shifts occur when the reporter
assumes the role of the character from the spatial, affective and attitudinal perspective of the
character in the quoted imperative. The point of view may change from the third person to the
overt or implied second person, both of which are assigned to the same locus in direct speech.
iii

The reporter such as the signer, the addressee, or the other person can also report the
imperative, pass on instructions, or interpret and report the direct speech with the reporting
verb such as TOLD or REQUESTED in indirect speech. S/he reports the imperative from
her/his spatial perspective. The affective shift occurs when s/he accompanies the reported
imperative by the character’s affective features from the affective and attitudinal perspective
of the character.

Keywords: imperatives, intentionality, politeness, the quoted imperative, direct speech, the
reported imperative, indirect speech, the referential, spatial, temporal or affective
shifts
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NOTATION CONVENTIONS

THANK;
PLEASE

English words in capitals stand for TSL signs. The gloss in italic type is used
as an adjective or an adverb.

[fem]

It indicates that the TSL sign is inflected with the gender feature referring to
feminine.

[right]

It indicates the right area in signing space.

[smile]

It indicates the affective feature.

[projected]

It indicates that the object of the S-O agreement verb is projected outward.

[2h]

It indicates that the sign is performed with both hands.

^

It indicates that two signs are blended.

+

It indicates that two signs are performed simultaneously from the dominant
hand and the non-dominant hand.

++

It indicates the reduplication of the TSL sign.

-1

It indicates the variant of the TSL sign.

PRO

It indicates the proform of the TSL sign.

a

It indicates the referential relation of the agreement verb.

ab

It indicates the path movement of the agreement verb.

i-j

It indicates the path movement of the spatial verb.

!

It indicates that the signs are emphasized or stressed.

/ /

It introduces a phonetic transcription.

(2ndS)

It indicates that the second person subject is implied or omitted.

nd

It is a short form for the second person subject.

rd

It is a short form for the third person subject.

st

It is a short form for the first person object.

nd

2 O

It is a short form for the second person object.

3rdO

It is a short form for the third person object.

V

It is a short form for the verb.

M

It is a short form for the modal.

Aux

It is a short form for the auxiliary.

Adj

It is a short form for the adjective.

Adv

It is a short form for the adverb.

2 S
3 S
1 O
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Socrates: And here I will ask you a question: Suppose that we had
no voice or tongue, and wanted to communicate with one another,
should we not, like the deaf and dumb, make signs with the hands
and the rest of the body?
Hermogenes: There would be no choice, Socrates.
Socrates: We should imitate the nature of the thing; the elevation
of our hands to heaven would mean lightness and upwardness;
heaviness and downwardness would be expressed by letting them
drop to the ground; the running of a horse, or any other animal,
would be expressed by the most nearly similar gestures of our own
frame (Plato -348/1892: 247).
Saussure (1916/1983) defined language (langue; competence) as a grammatical system,
which is a fund accumulated by the acts of speech in the brains of a group of individuals as
the result of countless experiences. The individual act of speech (parole; performance) is the
use of grammar provided by the language to express the speaker’s own concept by perceiving
linguistic signs or sound patterns, and by producing in speech or writing, which is linear,
sequential ordering in one-dimensional space (Saussure 1916/1983). The hearer modifies
her/his own linguistic habits while receiving expressions, upon culturally collective linguistic
habits accepted in a society, from listening to others (Saussure 1916/1983). Language is not
only the instrument and product of the speaker-hearer interaction speech, but also a system of
signs expressing thoughts and actions, and therefore it is comparable to the deaf-and-dumb
alphabet and forms of politeness such as kowtowing as an act of greeting to the emperor in
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imperial China (Leech 2014; Saussure 1916/1983).
In the intercultural world, the Deaf and hearing express thoughts framed in the mind by
the use of the visual-gestural modality of sign languages and the auditory-vocal modality of
spoken languages respectively (Klima and Bellugi 1979). What, then, is the structure of
language in hand and in space in visual communication systems? Trager (1958) said that “it
is the cultural system which employs certain of the visible actions of the face and hands,
combines them into recurrent sequences, and arranges these sequences into systematic
distribution in relation to each other and in reference to other cultural systems.” As the
segmental phonemes in spoken languages, Stokoe (1960) has noted that there is a phonemic
level of structure in American Sign Language (ASL), such as minimal pairs by means of
contrasting with each of the three visual aspects of the location, configuration, and motion.
Friedman (1975) has stated that ASL has four basic articulatory parameters composed of the
hand configuration, location, orientation, and movement.
Nevertheless, Tai (2005, 2013) has suggested that instead of meaningless phonemic
units in spoken languages, the basic handshapes of the phonemic category are meaningful in
Taiwan Sign Language (TSL). For example, the basic TSL handshape /hand/ (手 shou, Open
B) stands for HANDS, but the preservation of the iconic motivation for the lexical units such
as antonymous adjectives LIGHT/HEAVY forces the sublexical /hand/ handshapes lifting/
lowering in unison to function as meaningless sublexical (phonological) units. Further, there
exists a system of phonemic contrast in location, movement, hand orientation, and nonmanual
features in TSL (Tai and Tsay 2015; Tsay and Myers 2009). For instance, a pair of signs such
as PLEASE and YES contrast in location, ending in the edge of the B handshape placed on
the forehead and at the chin respectively (Tai and Tsay 2015; Tsay and Myers 2009).
In addition, Stokoe (1960) has claimed that facial expression may operate with the three
basic aspects of the location, configuration, and motion in sign languages as do pitch, stress,
and juncture with the segmental phonemes in spoken languages. In TSL, nonmanual markers
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consisting of grammatical features and affective features that reveal emotions or feelings can
be used to express phonemic contrast, agreement, epistemic modals, negations, noun phrases,
interrogative constructions, adjectival verbs in comparative constructions, and so on (Chang
2009a; Chen 2012; Lai 2005; Lin and Chang 2011; Lin 2014; Myers, Lee, and Tsay 2005;
Tai 2013; Tai and Su 2006; Tai and Tsay 2009; Tai and Tsay 2015; Tsay and Myers 2009).
Further, four types of gestures include the gesticulation, pantomime, emblem, and sign
language (Kendon 1982; McNeill 1992). The emblems are partly conventionalized, and have
some linguistic properties and precise meanings known by most members of a group, class,
subculture or culture, whereas the sign languages are fully conventionalized and possessed of
linguistic properties (Ekman and Friesen 1969; Johnson, Ekman and Friesen 1975; Kendon
1982; McNeill 1992). Stokoe (1960) hypothesized that the gesture such as a shoulder shrug
accompanied speech is a slight movement to the hearing, but it has a meaning to the Deaf.
Therefore, the signers would exaggerate it in some circumstances peculiar to Deaf culture in
communication (Stokoe 1960).
From intercultural perspective, people use different linguistic forms to name the same
object/entity from a particular worldview, whose viewing arrangement comprises the relation
between the participants and situation (Langacker 1991; Saussure 1916/1983; Wierzbicka
1979). Lexical variations and changes in TSL are imbued with Japanese Sign Language (JSL)
in 1915 and Chinese Sign Language (CSL) in 1945 (Smith 2005; Chen and Tai 2009; Su and
Tai 2009; Tai and Tsay 2009; Tai and Tsay 2015). For example, the TSL sign RABBIT can
be produced by variant free morphemes. First, the body part classifier is zoomed in to depict
the prototypical shape image of the rabbit’s ears by folding the Open B/V handshapes on the
upper sides of the head, which stands for THE PART FOR THE WHOLE metonymy (Chang 2009a;
Chang 2015). Secondly, the whole entity classifier is zoomed out to provide a long shot on
the salient properties of the rabbit’s actions of flopping ears or jumping by the V handshape
either flopping behind the Open A handshape or hopping on the back of the arm, both of
3

which stand for

THE ACTION

metonymy (Chang 2014a). They have occurred as a result of

different perspectives of signing the same thing (Chang 2014a, 2015). Crucially, there is no
superiority of one viewpoint over any of the others.
Like other sign languages, TSL has three categories of verbs. They are plain verbs,
agreement verbs, and spatial verbs, all of which can be inflected to show the grammatical
relation (Chang, Su, and Tai 2005). Chang, Su, and Tai (2005) have described that plain
verbs use eye gaze, agreement verbs change forms in accordance with the subject and object
of the sentence in syntactic space, and spatial verbs contain information about the movement
and location of the object in topographic space. They analyze the classifier as a proform that
co-refers to an antecedent, and as an agreement marker that identifies the relation of the
moving entity (Figure) and the reference-point entity (Ground) with Motion. In (1), the path
movement of the Figure (e.g. LEAF) is depicted by the simultaneous classifier construction
that synchronizes with bound classifier morphemes TREEPRO (Ground) and LEAFPRO (Figure)
(Chang, Su, and Tai 2005). Finally, when a TSL signer signs a plain verb SIT before her dog,
he can take the command from her (i.e. Figure 1) as in (2) (Chang 2014b).
(1) LEAF TREE TREEPRO + LEAFPRO-FALL DOWN.
‘A leaf is falling down from the tree.’
(2) SIT.
‘Sit down.’

a. SIT
Figure 1
Tomasello (2010) has pointed out that human communication originates from three
motives: (i) Homo’s recursive mindreading creates joint goals (shared intentionality) in
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current joint attentional frames within the space of common ground (joint attention), giving
meaning to pointing and the act of requesting to invoke mutualism, (ii) in combination with
the acts of requesting and informing to invoke (in)direct reciprocity, Early Sapiens’ recursive
intention-reading leads to mutual assumptions of cooperation and the resulting Gricean
communicative intention, and (iii) combined with mutual expectations, the act of sharing
attitudes, feelings and emotions to invoke cultural group selection leads to Later Sapiens’
cooperative reasoning and norms governing cooperative communication.
In general speech acts, Austin (1962) concluded that utterances may contain a locution,
an illocution, and a perlocution, possibly within a single utterance. A locution is an act of
saying an utterance, embracing a phonetic act of uttering a certain sequence of sounds, a
phatic act of uttering certain words with a certain intonation, winks and gestures in direct
speech as in (3), and a rhetic act of uttering those words with a certain sense and reference in
indirect speech as in (4) (Austin 1962).
(3) He said, ‘It’s getting hot in here.’
(4) He said that it’s getting hot in here.
An illocution is an act of doing y in saying x with the intended meaning (degrees of
illocutionary forces) as in (5) - (14) (Austin 1962). It is different from a perlocutionary act of
bringing about certain consequential effects by saying an utterance (Austin 1962). According
to Searle’s (1975) model of indirect speech acts, the speaker performs one speech act, but
often means a different speech act. It depends on the participants’ mutually shared knowledge,
both linguistic and nonlinguistic, together with the hearer’s ability and reasoning to refer to
the utterance meaning in contexts (Searle 1979). In (5), the statement is not true or false at all.
It can be used to request someone to open the window. In (6) and (8), the imperatives can
function as the first person performatives with performative verbs such as ‘request’ or ‘order’
that make the force clear in (7) and (9) respectively (Austin 1962). In general, the imperative
5

with a request marker ‘please’ in (6) is more polite than that in (8) (Leech 2014).
(5) It’s getting hot in here.
(6) Open the window, please.
(7) I request you to open the window.
(8) Open the window.
(9) I order you to open the window.
Specifically, the form of the imperative is the same as the bare infinitive in English.
Positive imperatives begin with the base form of the verb, as in (6) and (8). A negative
imperative form is usually negated by ‘don’t’ as in (10). An emphatic form of the imperative
with ‘do’ is used for emphasis in (11). An imperative can be addressed to someone with the
subject ‘you’ that can get attention of the addressee in (12). An imperative with a question tag
can be used to make a request in (13). Double imperatives are joined by ‘and’ as in (14).
(10) Don’t close the window.
(11) Do open the window!
(12) You open the window.
(13) Open the window for me, could you?
(14) Go and open the window.
Lakoff (1979) proposed that stylistic strategies can be evolved from rules of politeness
like camaraderie (be friendly), distance (do not impose), deference (give options), and clarity
(Grice’s maxims). By analogy, Roush (2007 [1999]) found that ASL signers use not only a
direct style to reflect the politeness of camaraderie and concomitant sincerity, but indirectness
strategies to promote self-protection to deny a taboo subject, and to establish a rapport with
the addressee through their mutually shared private language. Campbell (2001) has applied
Searle’s (1979) categories of directives to ASL imperatives. In (15), ASL signers use the
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form of politeness like PLEASE to reduce the force of the imperative and to make it the force
of a request (Campbell 2001). Moreover, they raise eyebrows to tone down the stern look to
reduce the severity of the imperative (Campbell 2001). In (16), the modal CAN used in the
interrogative is to ask the addressee’s physical ability to reach the book (Campbell 2001).
(eyebrows raised as if the question is asked)
(15) PLEASE QUIET.
‘You could be a little more quiet.’
(16) GET BOOK YOU CAN?
‘Can you get the book?’
Hoza (2001, 2007) has investigated linguistic strategies for requests and rejections with
social variables such as the power and ranking of imposition in social contexts, in which the
interpreters and ASL signers take the roles of a supervisor, an employee, and a co-worker in
the work setting to make linguistic choices on the basis of linguistic politeness referred to as
interpersonal politeness (Janney and Arndt 1992) and politic behavior (Watts 1989, 1992). In
ASL and English, the imperatives can be direct requests that are unmarked as in (17) (Hoza
2001, 2007). In (18), the questions can be indirect requests by asking about the addressee’s
ability to do the faxing tomorrow (Hoza 2001, 2007). In (19), the indiscreet question is an
indirect request imposing on the hearer to violate Lakoff’s (1973) Politeness Principles (Hoza
2001, 2007).
(17) a. TOMORROW / t, YOU FAX-RIGHT.
b. Fax that to them tomorrow.
c. TOMORROW / topic, YOU SEND-TO-LEFT.
d. Send that to them tomorrow.
(18) a. YOU CAN FAX-RIGHT TOMORROW, YOU?
b. Could you fax that to them tomorrow?
c. CAN SEND-TO-LEFT TOMORROW, YOU?
d. Could you send that to them tomorrow?
(19) May I ask how much you paid for that vase, Mr. Hoving?
7

In TSL, a student makes a suggestion with the modal SHOULD expressing advisability
(i.e. Figure 2d) as in (20). Speed adverbs of manner such as FAST and SLOWLY have the
same form as adjectives. Their intensified/diminutive features such as the rapid or slow speed
spread over the verb SIGN they follow or precede (i.e. Figure 2b-c, 2e-f) (Lai 2005).
(20) S: YOU SIGN TOO-FAST. SHOULD SLOWLY SIGN.
‘You sign too fast. You should sign a little more slowly.’

a. YOU

b. SIGN

c. TOO-FAST

d. SHOULD

e. SLOWLY

f. SIGN

Figure 2
In (21), after raising the hand to gain attention of her friend in the classroom (i.e. Figure
3a), a student suggests that s/he should sign in refined manners (i.e. Figure 3e) because s/he
hits the screen when reporting in TSL (i.e. Figure 3b-d). The suggestion can be expressed by
the imperative form beginning with the one-word verb BEHAVE (i.e. Figure 3e).
(21) S: HANDS-UP. SCREEN YOU HIT. BEHAVE.
‘Hands up. As for the screen, you hit. Behave.’

a. HANDS-UP

b. SCREEN

c. YOU

e. BEHAVE
Figure 3
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d. HIT

In (22), a teacher declares exam rules in the form of the negative imperative (i.e. Figure
4). She declares that the use of both the whiteout and correction tape for correcting the
answers is prohibited. The imperative is negated by the verb STOP expressing prohibition.
Prohibiting examinees from using them, she crosses the right hand behind the left, pushes the
hands out sharply, and sharply looks at them in the initial and final position of the negative
imperative (i.e. Figure 4a, 4f).
(22) T: STOP USE WHITEOUT CORRECTION-TAPE TWO STOP.
‘Don’t use both the whiteout and correction tape for correcting the answers.’

a. STOP

b. USE

c. WHITEOUT

d. CORRECTION-TAPE

e. TWO

f. STOP

Figure 4
To sum up, TSL signers may make a suggestion in the form of the positive imperative
beginning with the base form of the verb as in (21). They may use the negative imperative
negated by the verb STOP expressing prohibition when they want to prohibit the examinees
from doing something as in (22). Importantly, what is the form of the imperative for many
functions with different degrees of politeness? What lexical signs and nonmanual markers are
added in the imperative to make requests or advice more polite in TSL contexts? Further, the
imperative can be used in different TSL discourse. How do they quote an imperative in direct
speech? How do they report an imperative, or interpret and report the direct speech in indirect
speech? These research questions will be answered and discussed in the following chapters.
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1.2 Objectives of the thesis
Based on Austin’s (1962) and Searle’s (1979) speech act theories, and Leech’s (2014)
politeness principles, the objectives of the thesis are to explore intentionality and politeness
of the imperative by comparing its form, meaning, prosody, function and distribution with
those of the declarative and interrogative in TSL contexts, and to compare imperatives with
quoted imperatives in direct speech with referential, spatial, temporal or affective shifts, and
reported imperatives reported by the signer, the addressee or someone else in indirect speech.
1.3 Methodology
There were two TSL Deaf informants. Shih-chen Huang is a right-handed female signer.
Chun-ming Yu is a left-handed male signer. Professor Jung-hsing Chang demonstrated how
to collect the form of speech acts in TSL and video-recorded some of the elicited data and
production data. The methods of data collection included translation, interviews, discourse
completion tests and role plays. First, the TSL signers translated the Chinese form of speech
acts into TSL form according to the vertical or horizontal distance and the speech situation.
Second, they responded to the interviews and discourse completion tests in given contexts.
Third, they played different roles in communicative situation. The data were edited by Media
Player Classic Home Cinema, Adobe Photoshop Lightroom and Adobe Photoshop CC.
1.4 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 introduces speech act theories, linguistic
research on sign languages, and the objectives and methods of the thesis. Chapter 2 will
explore the form, meaning, prosody, function and politeness of imperatives by comparing
with those of declaratives and interrogatives in TSL contexts. Chapter 3 will investigate the
quoted imperative in direct speech with referential, spatial, temporal or affective shifts, and
the reported imperative reported by the signer, the addressee or someone else in indirect
speech in TSL discourse. Chapter 4 will conclude the thesis and suggest for future research.
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Chapter 2
THE FORM, MEANING, PROSODY, FUNCTION AND POLITENESS OF
IMPERATIVES
2.1 Introduction
Speech acts can take any one of grammatical moods, such as imperatives, declaratives
and interrogatives. Different grammatical moods may express the same type of speech acts.
The same grammatical mood like the imperative can express different types of speech acts.
In other words, the semantic category of the imperative mood is so broad that we can
use the imperative formed on transitive or intransitive verbs for many functions (Aikhenvald
2010; Austin 1962; Leech 2014). In English, an imperative may be a good wish as in (1). It
may be a request, an order or an offer, as in (2) (Leech 2014). It may be an invitation or an
offer as in (3). It may be an invitation as in (4). It may be encouragement as in (5). It may be
an instruction as in (6). It may be an entreaty, a request, a suggestion, a recommendation,
permission, a demand, an order, or a warning, as in (7) (Austin 1962). It may be a direction as
in (8) (Leech 2014). It may be a concession as in (9). It may be a prohibition as in (10). It
may even be a mock command implying a warning, an instruction, a wish, or a prediction
that should be avoided during the festive season, as in (11) (Aikhenvald 2010).
Imperatives are variable in politeness according to the parameters such as the vertical
distance (e.g. status, power, role, and age), the horizontal distance (e.g. familiar and stranger),
the cost and benefit, or the strength of rights and obligations (Leech 2014). For example, the
imperatives conveying benefit to the hearer can be polite, as in (1) – (4).
(1) Have fun.
(2) Take a seat.
(3) Help yourself.
(4) Come and have lunch with us this Saturday.
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(5) Have a go!
(6) Use an oven and bake it for ten minutes.
(7) Go and you will see.
(8) Go on to the second set of traffic lights, and then turn left, OK?
(9) Let it go.
(10) Do not feed the animals!
(11) Miss out on dinner at ten country pubs because you’ve arrived five minutes late and the
cook’s gone home (i.e. next door).
In TSL, the imperative can be an offer or an invitation to taste a bubble tea at a school
carnival (i.e. Figure 1) as in (12). The act of offering is a commissive speech act that the
student commits to offer the bubble tea to the other student to taste for free at the school
carnival (Searle 1969, 1979). The act of inviting is a directive speech act that the student
attempts to invite the other student to drink the bubble tea at the school carnival (Searle 1969,
1979). The imperative class of sentences is pragmatically specialized to utterances that the
speaker wants the hearer to do some action, so the default interpretations of imperatives are
pragmatically as directives (Leech 2014; Searle 1969, 1979).
(12) S: DRINK BUBBLE-TEA.
‘Drink a bubble tea.’

a. DRINK
Figure 1

b. BUBBLE-TEA

What politeness strategies would be used when TSL signers attempt to get the addressee
to perform some action? In (13), a student wants his friend to help him close the window after
school. He flaps the Open B handshape forward and down to beckon to her/him (i.e. Figure
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2a), and then waves the hand to say goodbye (i.e. Figure 2b). After informing her/him that he
goes ahead (i.e. Figure 2c-e), he requests her/him to help him close the window in the form of
the imperative (i.e. Figure 2f-j).
To mitigate the force of the imperative, he expresses his gratitude to her/him with one
variant of the agreement verb THANK (i.e. Figure 2l) in Northern Dialects of TSL. It is
derived from the CSL polite form THANK produced by bending the thumb up and down, as
if he bowed his thanks (Chao 2001). Suiting the action to the word leads to the greatest
degrees of politeness because bowing is a gesture that conveys humble and self-lowering in
Chinese society (Austin 1962; Leech 2014). The other variant of the verb THANK in
Southern Dialects of TSL is derived from the JSL polite lexeme THANK (i.e. Figure 3) in
(14), as if a wrestler had thanked for an award by bringing edge of the right hand down
sharply on back of the left hand, and sharply arcing edge of the right hand in front of the face
(Chao 2001). Therefore, it is polite to use the attention-getting device like HEY, the greetings
and departures such as GOODBYE, and the two variants of the verb THANK in TSL.
(13) S: HEY. GOODBYE++. I AHEAD GO-BACKi-j. YOUb HELPba[projected]
THAT WINDOW + OPEN CLOSE LEAVEi-j. THANKab++.
‘Hey, goodbye. I go ahead. You help me close the window that is open before you
leave. Thank you.’

a. HEY

f. YOUb

b. GOODBYE+

g. HELPba

c. I

d. AHEAD

h. THAT

i. WINDOW
+ OPEN

[projected]
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e. GO-BACKi-j

j. CLOSE

k. LEAVEi-j

l. THANKab++
Figure 2
(14) THANK.
‘Thank you.’

a. THANK
Figure 3
In spoken languages, negative imperatives can be used for responses to thanks. In
Southern Min, the negative imperatives for responses to thanks can be negated by ‘(m)-bian’
in (15) and ‘mai’ in (16) in Taiwan (Lin and Tsay 2008). In Mandarin Chinese, the negative
imperatives for responses to thanks can be negated by ‘bu-yong’ in (17), ‘bie’ or ’bu’ in (18),
and ‘bu-hui’ in (19) in Taiwan (Li and Thompson 2005; Chang 2013). In these examples, the
thanked declines the thanker’s thanks to minimize the debt, thereby leading to politeness
(Leech 2014).
Southern Min in Taiwan
(15) (不)免

客氣。

(M)-bian
khehkhi.
Don’t need polite
‘Don’t need to be polite. (You are welcome. / It’s a pleasure. / Don’t mention it.)’
(16) 莫

客氣。

Mai
khehkhi.
Don’t polite
‘Don’t be polite. (You are welcome. / It’s a pleasure. / Don’t mention it.)’
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Mandarin Chinese in Taiwan
(17) 你

不用

客氣。

Ni bu-yong keqi.
You not-use polite
‘You don’t need to be polite. (You are welcome. / It’s a pleasure. / Don’t mention it.)’
(18) 不／別客氣。
Bie/Bu keqi.
Don’t polite
‘Don’t be polite. (You are welcome. / It’s a pleasure. / Don’t mention it.)’
(19) 不會。
Bu-hui.
Not-able
‘Not at all.’
In TSL, a teacher thanks a student for getting that sign language book for her (i.e. Figure
4) as in (20). In (21), the negative imperative for the declination of thanks is used when the
student modestly responds to the teacher’s thanks. The student repeatedly and gently moves
both hands forward-backward with a smile (i.e. Figure 5), as if a recipient had stopped a giver
from sending something, and would accept it at least until the third repetition of the ritual of
offers and declinations (Leech 2014). Consequently, it is polite to use the negative imperative
for the ritualized response to the thanks in TSL.
(20) T: THANKab[smile]++ YOUb[smile] TAKEcb THAT SIGN-LANGUAGE BOOKc
GIVEb+ca.
‘Thank you for getting that sign language book for me.’

a. THANKab b. YOUb c. TAKEcb
[smile]

d. THAT

[smile]

Figure 4
(21) S: YOU-ARE-WELCOMEb[smile]++.
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e. SIGNf. BOOKc
LANGUAGE

g. GIVE
b+ca

‘You are welcome. / It’s a pleasure. / Don’t mention it.’

a. YOU-ARE-WELCOMEb[smile]++
Figure 5
The aim of this chapter is to explore the form, meaning, prosody, function and politeness
of imperatives in TSL contexts. Section 2.2 will investigate intentionality and politeness of
the imperative by comparing its form, meaning, prosody, function and distribution with those
of the declarative and interrogative, through manual signs (hands) and nonmanual markers,
V
either grammatical (linguistic) or affective (paralinguistic) features (Herrmann and Steinbach
2012; Corina et al. 1999; Emmorey and Reilly 1998). Section 2.3 is the conclusion of the
main findings.
2.2 A comparison of intentionality and politeness in imperatives, declaratives and
interrogatives in TSL contexts
In English, in (22a) the use of the modal ‘must’ can serve as the explicit performative
for an order or advice in (22b) (Austin 1962). In (23a), the use of the modal ‘ought to’ can
function as the first person performative utterance for advice in (23b) (Austin 1962). In (24a),
the use of the modal ‘may’ can serve as the performative for permission or consent in (24b)
(Austin 1962).
(22) a. You must shut it.
b. I order/advise you to shut it.
(23) a. You ought to shut it.
b. I advise you to shut it.
(24) a. You may shut it.
b. I give permission / I consent to your shutting it.
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In TSL, epistemic modals with a wider semantic scope precede deontic modals with a
narrow semantic scope in a sentence, as illustrated in Table 1 (Lin and Chang 2011).
Table 1 the Word Order of Modals in TSL
Epistemic modal > Deontic modal
Epistemic modal

V
V

Epistemic modal > Deontic modal

V

Deontic modal

In (25), a father indirectly orders his best friend not to smoke in the negative imperative
form (i.e. Figure 6). It begins with the subject YOU co-occurring with the head raised and the
body leaned backward (i.e. Figure 6a). It is negated by the modal MAY-NOT expressing
absolute permission refused, manifested by the body leaned backward, a sharp left turn of the
head, faster speed, sharper manners, the eyes closed, and the mouth tightly pressed together
(i.e. Figure 6b).
(25) F: BABY + YOU BABY + MAY-NOT BABY + SMOKE!
‘You cannot smoke!’

a. BABY + YOU
Figure 6

b. BABY + MAY-NOT

c. BABY + SMOKE

In English, the same imperative form can be used for many functions in contexts (Austin
1962). In (26a), the imperative with the auxiliary verb ‘do’ can serve as the performative for
an order in (26b) (Austin 1962). In (27a), the imperative with the modal ‘should’ can serve as
the performative for advice in (27b) (Austin 1962). In (28a), the imperative with the if-clause
can serve as the performative for permission in (28b) (Austin 1962). In (29a), the imperative
with adverbial phrases can serve as the performative for consent in (29b) (Austin 1962).
(26) a. Shut it, do.
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b. I order you to shut it.
(27) a. Shut it – I should.
b. I advise you to shut it.
(28) a. Shut it, if you like.
b. I permit you to shut it.
(29) a. Very well then, shut it.
b. I consent to your shutting it.
In ASL, in (30) there are four interpretations of the directive FINISH on the basis of the
conversational frame and contextual cues that signal contextual presuppositions by the code,
dialect and style switching, socio-cultural knowledge in conversational inference, lexical and
syntactic options, suprasegmental features (e.g. postures and gestures), formulaic expressions,
conversational openings, closings and sequencing strategies, and either manual signs or
nonmanual markers (Gumperz, 1982; Roush, 2007 [1999]). For example, the imperatives can
be used for requests, as in (30d) and (31) (Campbell 2001; Roush 2007 [1999]).
(30) a. FINISH. (one steady rotation movement)
‘Done.’
b. FINISH. (small oscillating movements and contained laughter)
‘Stop making me laugh.’
c. FINISH. (small oscillating movements, head nod, and flat expression)
‘That’s enough. I’m warning you.’
d. FINISH! (one snapping motion pointed at the addressee and FE lip configuration)
‘Quit it!’
(31) FINISH NOISE PLEASE.
‘Won’t you stop making that noise soon?’
In TSL, the forms of the directive speech acts like a request, advice, an order, a begging,
or an invitation with different degrees of politeness will be compared in Contexts 1 – 9. In
Context 1, the prohibition of smoking is given by a teacher to a student, by a father to a son, a
best friend, and a stranger, and by a girlfriend to a boyfriend. In Context 2, a student refuses
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to eat food samples, and orders other food from a close friend and a distant acquaintance at a
school carnival. In Context 3, a student asks a best friend and a distant acquaintance to return
the money, and refuses a request when a friend asks to borrow money. In Context 4, a teacher
asks a student to stand up to ask a question in the auditorium. In Context 5, a teacher asks a
student to get her/him the book on the top shelf. In Context 6, a teacher borrows something
from a student. A student borrows something from a classmate, a teacher, a close friend, and
a stranger. In Context 7, a teacher asks a student to close the window or turn down the air
conditioner. A student asks a close friend and a stranger to close the window. A student asks
a classmate to turn down the air conditioner. In Context 8, a teacher asks two students to stop
singing in the auditorium. In Context 9, a student invites a classmate to join the dinner party.
Context 1: What do you do when someone is smoking?
In (32), the existential construction in English is to assert the existence of an object by
locating it somewhere in space and time with a locative or temporal complement (Lyons
1968). In TSL, in (33) a teacher requests a student at the age of twenty-two to stop smoking
because there is a child over here. The adverbial clauses of reason are introduced by the
conjunction BECAUSE (i.e. Figure 7e). The clauses consist of an imperative in the main
clause (i.e. Figure 7a-d) and an existential construction in the reason clause (i.e. Figure 7f-i).
In the main clause, the adverb PLEASE co-occurring with the head nod (i.e. Figure 7a) begins
the negative imperative, making it the force of a request. In the reason clause, the existential
construction beings with the verb HAVE produced by moving two hands forward-down in
particular (i.e. Figure 7f) (Lai 2005). The noun CHILD is accompanied by the teacher’s eye
gaze directed toward the real height of the child (i.e. Figure 7g). It is followed by the adverb
of place HERE (i.e. Figure 7h) and the adjective PRESENT (i.e. Figure 7i) (Lai 2005). The
conjunction BECAUSE follows the negative imperative to give a reason which makes the
request reasonable (i.e. Figure 7).
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Before ordering a student to stop smoking in the negative imperative form (i.e. Figure
8d-e), a teacher explains that she is allergic to the cigarette without BECAUSE (i.e. Figure
8a-c) in (34). The teacher gives a reason in both cases, but she accompanies the declarative
form by gentle manners (i.e. Figure 7f-i) as in (33), and sharp manners (i.e. Figure 8a-c) as in
(34). In TSL, cutting out in front of the mouth can mean SHUT-UP expressing rudeness in
one context, and STOP expressing prohibition in another context. In both cases, the verb
STOP negates the imperative. However, it is stressed as in (33) and unstressed as in (34). It is
manifested by the contrasting nonmanual markers such as gentle/sharp manners, slower/faster
speed, the head lowered/raised, the chin moved forward/upward, and the sign signed in a
relatively smaller/bigger signing space (i.e. Figure 7d vs. 8e). Moreover, the subject YOU of
the negative imperative is unstressed (i.e. Figure 7b) as in (33) and stressed (i.e. Figure 8d) as
in (34). Thus, the negative imperative as in (33) is more polite than that as in (34) because it
begins with the adverb PLEASE (i.e. Figure 7a) and the subject and verb are unstressed.
(32) There are lions in Africa.
(33) T: PLEASE YOU SMOKE STOP BECAUSE HAVE[2h] CHILD
CHILD + HERE PRESENT++.
‘Please stop smoking because there is a child over here.’

a. PLEASE

b. YOU

c. SMOKE

e. BECAUSE

f. HAVE[2h]

g. CHILD

Figure 7
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d. STOP

h. CHILD +
HERE

i. PRESENT++

(34) T: I CIGARETTE ALLERGIC. YOU STOP!
‘I am allergic to the cigarette. You stop smoking!’

a. I

d. YOU
Figure 8

b. CIGARETTE

c. ALLERGIC

e. STOP

In English, the polite expression ‘please’ coming from a medieval borrowing of an Old
French verb in the sense of ‘give pleasure’ is a verb in the conditional clause ‘if you please,’
and has evolved into a single pragmatic marker ‘please’ through pragmaticalization (Leech
2014). In TSL, signers use the politeness marker PLEASE in the imperative with the force of
‘I REQUEST.’ Nevertheless, in certain circumstances the use of the adverb PLEASE adds
urgency and emotion to a request, or even has no requestive intention. In (35), for example, a
teacher requests a student to stop smoking in the negative imperative form beginning with the
adverb PLEASE accompanied by the head slightly nodded (i.e. Figure 9a). The verb STOP
occurring in the final position negates the imperative. It is unstressed by cutting off in front of
the mouth in a smaller signing space, co-occurring with gentle manners, the head lowered,
and the chin moved forward (i.e. Figure 9d), resulting in higher degrees of politeness.
By contrast, when the student persists in smoking, the teacher may order her/him to stop
smoking in the negative imperative forms as in (36) and (37). They are negated by the verb
STOP that is stressed by cutting off sharply in a bigger signing space (i.e. Figure 10d, 11c).
Specifically, in (36) the adverb PLEASE (i.e. Figure 10a) adds urgency and the emotion of
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irritation to the order. In both cases, the orders do not lead to impoliteness because the teacher
is entitled to instruct the student who violates the rules of the school (Leech 2014).
In (35) and (36), the same negative imperative form for a request and an order is
manifested by the contrasting grammatical and affective features, resulting in high and low
degrees of politeness respectively. In (36), the adverb PLEASE adds urgency and emotion to
the order, and hence the strength of the order in (36) is stronger than that in (37).
(35) T: PLEASE YOU SMOKE STOP.
‘Please stop smoking.’

a. PLEASE
Figure 9

b. YOU

c. SMOKE

d. STOP

(36) T: PLEASE[irritation] YOU[irritation] SMOKE[irritation] STOP[irritation]!
‘Please stop smoking!’

a. PLEASE

b. YOU[irritation]

c. SMOKE[irritation]

d. STOP[irritation]

[irritation]

Figure 10
(37) T: YOU SMOKE STOP.
‘You stop smoking.’

a. YOU
Figure 11

b. SMOKE

c. STOP
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In (38) – (41), a father prohibits his son from smoking at home in imperative forms
negated by auxiliaries and modals, resulting in different degrees of strength and politeness. In
(38), the repeated auxiliary verbs DON’T expressing prohibition (i.e. Figure 12b, 12e) negate
the imperatives for advice, accompanied by a worried frown and the body leaned forward (i.e.
Figure 12). In (39), one variant of the modal CANNOT-1 expressing permission refused
negates the imperative for indirect advice, accompanied by a worried frown and the head
shaken (i.e. Figure 13b). In (40), the imperative for indirect advice is negated by the other
variant of the modal CANNOT-2, where waving the S handshape is like the head shaken (i.e.
Figure 14b) (Chao 2001). In (41), the father is out of patience with his son’s persistence in
smoking, so he indirectly orders him not to smoke in the imperative forms. The subject YOU
is stressed by raising the head (i.e. Figure 15a), resulting in lower degrees of politeness. They
are negated by the modal MAY-NOT co-occurring with faster speed, sharper manners, and a
sharp left turn of the head (i.e. Figure 15b, 15d). The use of the modal MAY-NOT expressing
absolute permission refused does not lead to impoliteness since the parents are entitled to
instruct their children in accordance with the socially defined obligations (Leech 2014).
(38) F: YOU DON’T++ SMOKE. SMOKE DON’T++.
‘You don’t smoke. Don’t smoke.’

a. YOU

b. DON’ T++

c. SMOKE

e. DON’T++

d. SMOKE
Figure 12
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(39) F: YOU CANNOT-1++ SMOKE.
‘You cannot smoke.’

a. YOU

c. SMOKE

b. CANNOT-1++

Figure 13
(40) F: YOU CANNOT-2++ SMOKE.
‘You cannot smoke.’

a. YOU
Figure 14

b. CANNOT-2++

c. SMOKE

(41) F: YOU MAY-NOT! SMOKE++ MAY-NOT!
‘You cannot! You cannot smoke!’

a. YOU
Figure 15

c. SMOKE++

b. MAY-NOT

d. MAY-NOT

In (42), a son begs of his father not to smoke in the form of the first person declarative
beginning with the verb BEG, leading to the greatest degrees of politeness (i.e. Figure 16).
The begging is prefaced by the apology and honorific vocative. He apologizes to him with the
apologetic form SORRY accompanied by the head lowered and the eyes squinted (i.e. Figure
16a). He calls him with the honorific vocative FATHER, co-occurring with the body slightly
leaned forward (i.e. Figure 16b). To show deference to him, he performs the main verb BEG,
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accompanied by the repeated fist-bowing, the head lowered, and the body leaned forward (i.e.
Figure 16c). The verb SMOKE is negated by the auxiliary DON’T expressing prohibition in
the subordinate clause, accompanied by the body leaned forward, the chin moved forward,
and pleasant expression (i.e. Figure 16d-e), thereby marking a closer connection to the father
and showing respect to him (George 2011; Ichida 2005a, 2005b).
(42) C: SORRY. FATHER. BEG++ DON’T SMOKE.
‘Sorry. Father, I beg of you not to smoke.’

a. SORRY
Figure 16

b. FATHER

c. BEG++

d. DON’T

e. SMOKE

To gain attention of the Deaf, ASL signers use attention-getting devices including the
following: (i) wave a hand, (ii) gently touch the upper arm or knee, (iii) tap the shoulder, (iv)
point, (v) ask someone else to wave at or touch them to direct their gaze to the signer, (vi) tap
on a table top or stamp on the floor to create the vibration, and (vii) sign HEY/HANDWAVE
(Baker 1977; Campbell 2001; Cokely and Baker-Shenk 1991; Johnston and Schembri 2007).
In addition to those devices, TSL users also raise the hand, stand up, walk to the front to face
the signer(s), or clap hands to create a vibration to get or reorient the visual attention of the
Deaf (e.g. in class) (Chang 2014b). Further, the ASL sign HEY/HANDWAVE produced by
waving hands up and down slightly toward the Deaf can function as the attention getter, the
involvement strategy, and the discourse marker (a conversational opener, an introductory
remark) (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980; Hoza 2007). The functions of the discourse marker
are as follow: (i) it can introduce a new topic, (ii) it can take a turn for a debate or serious
discussion by arguing for a different viewpoint, (iii) it can prepare the addressee for the
upcoming disagreement, and (iv) it can signal the relation between the current utterance and
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the previous or forthcoming discourse (Hoza 2007).
In (43), before requesting a stranger to go out to smoke, a father prefaces it with reasons,
a discourse marker, and an apology. The reasons for the request are that the father has a baby,
and the stranger is smoking. He emphasizes that he has a baby in the HAVE possessive
construction (i.e. Figure 17a-d) with the nouns CHILD and BABY (i.e. Figure 17c-d) (Lai
2005). He states that the stranger is smoking in the declarative form (i.e. Figure 17e-g) with
the lexical tense marker ZAI expressing the present progressive (i.e. Figure 17f) (Lin 2007).
After pausing for a moment with a worried frown (i.e. Figure 17h), he uses the discourse
marker HEY (i.e. Figure 17i) by beckoning to her/him to signal a different viewpoint that
relates to the previous reasons (i.e. Figure 17a-g) and the upcoming apology and request (i.e.
Figure 17j-p) (Hoza 2007). He apologizes to her/him with the apologetic form SORRY,
accompanied by the body leaned forward and the head lowered (i.e. Figure 17j). After the
deep apology, he requests her/him to go out to smoke in the imperative form (i.e. Figure
17k-p). One variant of the politeness marker PLEASE goes after the subject YOU,
accompanied by a smile, the body leaned forward, the head lowered, and the direct eye
contact avoided (i.e. Figure 17k-l). Further, the adverb OUT is repeated to emphasize that
outside the room is where s/he can smoke (i.e. Figure 17m, 17o).
In (44), the father asserts that his baby is sleeping in the declarative form without using a
lexical tense marker (i.e. Figure 18a-d). He is surprised with a dropped-open mouth when he
turns left and sees the President smoking (i.e. Figure 18e). He uses the sign HEY (i.e. Figure
18f) to serve as the attention getter and the discourse marker. In other words, he beckons to
her/him to get her/his visual attention (i.e. Figure 18f) and to signal a forthcoming different
viewpoint (i.e. Figure 18g-j). Specifically, the apologetic form SORRY goes before and after
the imperative to emphasize his deep apologies and to show his deference to the President,
accompanied by a smile, the body leaned forward and the head bowed (i.e. Figure 18g, 18j).
Another variant of the adverb PLEASE co-occurring with a smile (i.e. Figure 18h) begins the
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imperative for a request. He requests her/him to smoke outside. In both cases, he politely
requests people of larger horizontal distance (e.g. unfamiliarity) and vertical distance (e.g.
role) to smoke outside rather than to prohibit them from smoking.
(43) F: I HAVE CHILD BABY. YOU + BABY ZAI SMOKE + BABY.
BABY[worry]. HEY + BABY. SORRY + BABY. YOU + BABY PLEASE OUT
GOi-j OUT SMOKE + BABY.
‘I have a baby. You are smoking. Hey, sorry. Please go out to smoke.’

a. I

b. HAVE

e. YOU + BABY

f. ZAI

i. HEY + BABY

m. OUT

c. CHILD

d. BABY

g. SMOKE + BABY

j. SORRY+
BABY

n. GOi-j

k. YOU +
BABY

o. OUT

h. BABY[worry]

l. PLEASE

p. SMOKE +
BABY

Figure 17
(44) F: I + BABY CHILD BABY BABY + SLEEP. BABY[surprise]. HEY + BABY.
SORRY + BABY. PLEASE + BABY SMOKE + BABY. SORRY + BABY.
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‘My baby is sleeping. Hey, I am really sorry. Please go out to smoke. I am sorry.’

a. I + BABY

b. CHILD

e. BABY[surprise]

c. BABY

f. HEY + BABY

h. PLEASE + BABY

d. BABY + SLEEP

g. SORRY + BABY

i. SMOKE + BABY j. SORRY + BABY

Figure 18
Owing to unfamiliarity, the father requests the stranger and the President to smoke
outside, as in (43) and (44). In contrast, because of familiarity, the father advises or orders his
best friend not to smoke, as in (45) – (47). In (45), the father explains that he is taking care of
the baby in the declarative form, accompanied by worried expression (i.e. Figure 19a-e). The
lexical tense marker ZAI used in the declarative form expresses that the action of taking care
of the baby is in progress (i.e. Figure 19b). The repeated nouns BABY and the noun CHILD
(i.e. Figure 19c-e) are used for emphasis. He uses the negative imperative addressed to his
best friend with the form MY VERY GOOD FRIEND that is used for emphasis (i.e. Figure
19f-i). The negative imperatives which are negated by the verbs QUIT and STOP expressing
prohibition are used to advise her/him to quit smoking and stop smoking (i.e. Figure 19j-m,
19n-o). He also advises her/him to put out the cigarette (i.e. Figure 19p). Specifically, the act
of extinguishing the cigarette is an emblem that has not grammaticalized yet in TSL.
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With the repeated nouns BABY (i.e. Figure 20a-c), the father emphasizes that his baby
is sleeping in (46). After giving the reason, he orders his best friend not to smoke in the
negative imperative form. It begins with the subject YOU that is stressed, co-occurring with
the head raised, the chin moved upward and the body leaned backward (i.e. Figure 20a). It is
negated by the strongest modal MAY-NOT, accompanied by sharper manners, faster speed,
the body leaned backward, and a sharp left turn of the head (i.e. Figure 20e). The modal is
followed by the demonstrative pronoun THAT referring to the act of his friend’s smoking (i.e.
Figure 20f).
In (47), after opening the door (i.e. Figure 21a-d), the father explains that there is a little
child over here in the existential construction (i.e. Figure 21e-h), and his best friend is
smoking in the declarative form (i.e. Figure 21i). After giving the reasons, he orders her/him
not to smoke in the negative imperative form. It begins with the subject YOU produced by
pointing downward-left toward his best friend who is sitting on the sofa with the little child
(i.e. Figure 21j). It is negated by the strongest modal MAY-NOT expressing absolute
permission refused, which is accompanied by faster speed, sharper manners, and the sign
signed in a relatively bigger signing space (i.e. Figure 21k). Finally, the negative imperatives
with the strongest modal MAY that is heavily stressed as in (46) and (47) are less polite than
the negative imperatives negated by the verb QUIT and STOP as in (45).
(45) F: I[worry] ZAI[worry] BABY[worry] CHILD[worry] BABY[worry]. MY [worry]
VERY[worry] GOOD[worry] FRIEND[worry], YOU THAT CIGARETTEc
QUITc. SMOKE STOP. Put out the cigarette.
‘I am taking care of the baby. My best friend, you quit smoking. Stop smoking.
Extinguish the cigarette.’

a. I[worry]

b. ZAI[worry]

c. BABY[worry]
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d. CHILD[worry]

e. BABY[worry]

f. MY[worry]

g. VERY[worry]

j. YOU

n. SMOKE
Figure 19

h. GOOD[worry]

k. THAT

i. FRIEND[worry]

l. CIGARETTEc

m. QUITc

p. Put out the cigarette.

o. STOP

(46) F: BABY BABY + SLEEP BABY. BABY + YOU BABY + MAY-NOT
BABY + THAT!
‘The baby is sleeping. You cannot do that!’

a. BABY

d. BABY + YOU

b. BABY + SLEEP

e. BABY + MAY-NOT

c. BABY

f. BABY + THAT

Figure 20
(47) F: I[smile] ZAI[smile] DOOR[smile] OPEN[worry]. DOOR + HERE [worry] CHILD[worry]
HAVE[worry] HAVE + LITTLE[worry]. SMOKE + CHILD[worry]. YOU MAY-NOT
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SMOKE!
‘I open the door. Over here there is a little child, but you’re smoking. You can’t
smoke!’

a. I[smile]

b. ZAI[smile]

e. DOOR + HERE

f. CHILD

[worry]

[worry]

j. YOU

c. DOOR[smile]

g. HAVE[worry]

k. MAY-NOT

h. HAVE +
LITTLE[worry]

d. OPEN[worry]

i. SMOKE +
CHILD[worry]

l. SMOKE

Figure 21
It is often the case that longer forms are more polite to use (Aikhenvald 2010). In (48), a
girlfriend starts the conversation with her boyfriend by the use of the sign HEY that functions
as the attention getter and the discourse marker (i.e. Figure 22a) (Hoza 2007). She beckons to
him to signal a different viewpoint (Hoza 2007). She asserts that prices of cigarettes are more
expensive to hint that he smokes too much so that he costs much money to buy them (i.e.
Figure 22b-c). The interrogative with the modals MAY MAY-NOT asking about ability (i.e.
Figure 22e-f) is to make an indirect request by asking him if he can smoke less for his own
health. Joined by the adverb ALSO (i.e. Figure 22q), the imperatives negated by the auxiliary
verb DON’T (i.e. Figure 22o, 22r) are to advise him not to smoke and not to harm the other
person, ending in the raising of the head and chin and gentle manners (i.e. Figure 22u).
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(48) G: HEY, SMOKE MORE-EXPENSIVE. YOU MAY MAY-NOT SMOKE
LESS SMOKE FOR YOUR SELF BODY HEALTH? DON’T SMOKE,
ALSO DON’T HARMbc OTHER PERSONc.
‘To be direct and honest, cigarettes are getting more expensive. Can you smoke less
for your own health? Don’t smoke and don’t harm the other person.’

b. SMOKE

a. HEY

d. YOU

e. MAY

h. LESS

f. MAY-NOT

i. SMOKE

m. BODY

l. SELF

o. DON’T

c. MORE-EXPENSIVE

g. SMOKE

j. FOR

k. YOUR

n. HEALTH

p. SMOKE
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q. ALSO

r. DON’T

s. HARMbc

t. OTHER

u. PERSONc

Figure 22
By contrast, the longer forms can be less polite, as in (49). If the boyfriend persists in
smoking, the girlfriend may order him not to smoke every day in the negative imperative
form (i.e. Figure 23a-d). The second person subject that is stressed (i.e. Figure 23a) begins
the negative imperative negated by the auxiliary DON’T (i.e. Figure 23b). The reason she
wants to emphasize comes after the negative imperative. She explains that the smell of the
cigarette smoke makes her sick (i.e. Figure 23e-h). Further, she indirectly requests him to quit
smoking with the hedge I HOPE followed by a clause, accompanied by faster speed (i.e.
Figure 23i-m). If he cannot do it and doesn’t care about it, she orders him to smoke outside.
She gives a condition in the if-clause (i.e. Figure 23n-q), and the outcome in the main clause
is an order in the imperative form (i.e. Figure 23r-u). The imperative for an order is also
formed by the locative verb EXIST (ZAI) negated by the auxiliary DON’T (i.e. Figure 24a-b)
co-occurring with the verb SMOKE assimilated from the precedent one (i.e. Figure 23u, 24a)
(Tai, 2013). She orders him not to smoke in the house to affect her body (i.e. Figure 24a-f).
She asserts that she does not like the second hand smoke in declarative forms, where the
object of the verb DISLIKE is fronted to the beginning as a topic (i.e. Figure 24g, 24j-k).
In (49), the utterances ending in the raising of the head and chin result in lower degrees
of politeness (i.e. Figure 23h, 23m, 23q, 23u, 24i, 24l). The longer forms accompanied by
sharper manners and faster speed (i.e. Figure 23-24) as in (49) are less polite than the longer
forms accompanied by gentle manners (i.e. Figure 22) as in (48).
(49) G: YOU DON’T EVERY-DAY SMOKE! I SMELL BODY SICK! I HOPE
YOU SMOKE QUIT! IF YOU CAN’T-DO-IT, DON’T-CARE, YOU
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ARRIVE OUTSIDE SMOKE! SMOKE + DON’T EXIST (ZAI) HOUSE
AFFECTba MY BODYa! SMOKE I DISLIKE! SECOND-HAND SMOKE
DISLIKE!
‘You don’t smoke every day to make me sick! I hope you quit smoking! If you can’t
do it and don’t care, you smoke outside! You don’t smoke in the house (or room) to
affect my body! As for the smell, I don’t like it! As for the smell of the second-hand
smoke, I don’t like it!’

a. YOU

b. DON’T

e. I

f. SMELL

i. I

n. IF

r. YOU
Figure 23

j. HOPE

c. EVERY-DAY

k. YOU

o. YOU

s. ARRIVE

g. BODY

h. SICK

l. SMOKE

m. QUIT

p. CAN’T-DO-IT

t. OUTSIDE
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d.. SMOKE

q. DON’T-CARE

u. SMOKE

a. SMOKE + DON’ T

b. EXIST (ZAI)

c. HOUSE

d. AFFECTba

e. MY

f. BODYa

g. SMOKE

h. I

i. DISLIKE

j. SECOND-HAND
Figure 24

k. SMOKE

l. DISLIKE

In English, when the subject ‘you’ of the imperative is stressed, it might convey anger or
rudeness. In TSL, the girlfriend explains that her boyfriend is smoking in the declarative form,
accompanied by an extended and exaggerated index-pointing, an angry look, and the mouth
open squarely (i.e. Figure 25a-b), as in (50). After giving the reason angrily, she orders him
to leave in the imperative form (i.e. Figure 25c-d). The subject YOU of the imperative is
heavily stressed by the exaggerated index-pointing, the raising of the head and chin, and
angry expression (i.e. Figure 25c). The verb LEAVE of the imperative is also heavily stressed
by the Open B handshape twisted out abruptly in a bigger signing space, co-occurring with
sharper manners, the body thrown backward, and the mouth open squarely (i.e. Figure 25d).
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Moreover, she orders him to go out to smoke in the form of the imperative with the verb GO
that is stressed by the One handshape directed toward outside in the upper area of the signing
space (i.e. Figure 25e). Finally, the other reason for the order is that the smell of cigarette
smoke smells bad (i.e. Figure 25g). It is accompanied by a disgusted look (i.e. Figure 25g).
(50) G: YOU[anger] SMOKE[anger]! YOU[anger] LEAVEi-j[anger]! GO-OUTi-j[anger]
SMOKE[anger]! SMELLY[disgusted]!
‘You smoke! You get out! Go out to smoke! It’s smelly in here!’

a. YOU[anger]

c. YOU[anger]

b. SMOKE[anger]]

d. LEAVEi-j[anger]

e. GO-OUTi-j[anger] f. SMOKE[anger]

g. SMELLY[disgusted]
Figure 25
In sum, imperatives can be negated by the modals such as CANNOT and MAY-NOT
expressing permission refused, the auxiliary DON’T expressing prohibition, and the verbs
such as QUIT and STOP expressing prohibition. When prohibiting someone from doing
something in the form of the negative imperative, TSL signers may use different politeness
strategies according to the horizontal or vertical distance and the speech situation. First, the
sign HEY can serve as the attention getter and the discourse marker. Second, the deep
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apology such as SORRY can show deference to the addressee. Third, explanation can
precede or follow the imperative with/without the conjunction BECAUSE. Fourth, politeness
marker PLEASE begins the imperative or comes after the subject YOU of the imperative. It
makes it the force of a request co-occurring with slower speed and gentle manners. In certain
circumstances it makes it the force of an order, manifested by faster speed, sharper manners
and the emotion such as irritation. In addition, they may express prohibition in the form of the
first person declarative with the main verb such as HOPE or BEG, and the interrogative with
the modals MAY MAY-NOT.
Context 2: How do you order food at a school carnival?
In English, the mild apology in the interrogative form is to ask for repetition, as in (51).
In (52), the mild apology in the imperative form may be to call for attention, to interrupt, to
apologize for mild offenses, to cue a request, to feel embarrassed, to find it embarrassing to
do something, to signal a speech error or disfluency, to apologize for physical misdemeanors
such as belching, and to give warning that the speaker is going to intrude on the hearer’s
personal territory like physical or mental space if the conversation is unwelcome (Leech
2014). In TSL, the apologetic form EXCUSE-ME borrowed from the Chinese form ‘buhao
yisi 不好意思’ by loan translation can preface a request to increase degrees of politeness
(Chang 2011a).
(51) Excuse me?
(52) Excuse me.
In (53) and (54), a student refuses to eat food samples and requests to order other food at
a school carnival with different degrees of politeness according to the horizontal distance (e.g.
familiar, stranger). In (53), she indirectly refuses to eat food samples by asking her close
friend to remember that she is allergic to rice wine in the imperative form, resulting in lower
degrees of politeness (i.e. Figure 26a-d). In (54), she indirectly refuses to eat food samples by
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apologizing to a distant acquaintance with the apologetic form EXCUSE-ME, accompanied
by the eyes squinted, the grimace frown and the head tilted to the right (i.e. Figure 27a). Due
to unfamiliarity, she indirectly refuses the distant acquaintance’s request or offer and prefaces
her request with the mild apology, leading to higher degrees of politeness. In both cases, she
makes an indirect request by asserting her desire to eat other food with the verb THINK (i.e.
Figure 26f, 27c) (Lai 2005). Finally, she requests to order other food in the form of the
imperative, where the second person subject YOU and the first person object ME of the S-O
agreement verb GIVE are omitted in both examples (i.e. Figure 26i-k, 27g-m).
(53) S: REMEMBER I RICE-WINE ALLERGIC. I THINK EAT OTHERS.
GIVEb+ca ONE TURKEY-RICE-LUNCH-BOXc.
‘Remember that I am allergic to the rice wine. I would like to eat others. Give me one
turkey rice lunch box.’

a. REMEMBER

e. I

i. GIVEb+ca
Figure 26

b. I

f. THINK

j. ONE

c. RICE-WINE

g. EAT

d. ALLERGIC

h. OTHERS

k. TURKEY-RICE-LUNCH-BOXc

(54) S: EXCUSE-ME. I THINK EAT OTHER THINGS. GIVEb+ca ONE
FRIED-CHICKENc, ONE SMALL HOT LEMON-GREEN-TEAc.
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‘Excuse me. I would like to eat other food. Give me one fried chicken and one small
hot lemon green tea.’

a. EXCUSE-ME

b. I

c. THINK

g. GIVEb+ca

j. ONE
Figure 27

k. SMALL

d. EAT

e. OTHER

h. ONE

f. THINGS

i. FRIED-CHICKENc

l. HOT

m. LEMON-GREEN-TEAc

To sum up, a request to order food can be expressed by the imperative form beginning
with the base form of the S-O agreement verb GIVE. TSL signers may indirectly refuse a
request or an offer and cue a request with the mild apology such as EXCUSE-ME.
Context 3: How do you ask for the return of the money and decline a request when
someone asks to borrow money from you?
In (55), (57) and (59), a student asks a best friend or a distant acquaintance to return the
money and refuses a request when a friend asks to borrow money from her/him. Beginning
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with the attention getter and the discourse marker HEY (i.e. Figure 28a) in (55), a student
beckons to a best friend to get attention, and to start an unwelcome conversation. He orders
her/him to pay the money back in the imperative form (i.e. Figure 28b-c). It begins with the
S-O agreement verb GIVE, co-occurring with the raising of the head and chin, the Chinese
mouthing ‘huanwo 還我,’ the forward motion extended into the signing space in front of him,
and a serious look, resulting in lower degrees of politeness (i.e. Figure 28b).
(55) S: HEY++. GIVEb+ca[projected] MEa.
‘Hey. Pay it back to me.’

a. HEY++

b. GIVEb+ca[projected]

c. MEa

Figure 28
In sign languages and spoken languages, the use of modal auxiliaries in interrogatives
may increase degrees of politeness by offering options. In ASL, a question with the modal
CAN as in (56a) is equivalent to an English question as in (56b) concerning the addressee’s
willingness to pay the money back next week (Campbell 2001; Searle 1979).
(56) (a) NEXT WEEK MONEY YOU-PAY-ME CAN?
(b) Would it be too much (trouble) for you to pay me the money next week?
In TSL, the student prefaces an unwelcome request for the return of the money with the
mild apology as in (57). He feels embarrassed to ask the distant acquaintance to return the
money by the use of the apologetic form EXCUSE-ME, accompanied by a smile and the
body slightly leaned forward (i.e. Figure 29a). The interrogative for an indirect request given
to the distant acquaintance as in (57) is more polite than the imperative for an order given to
the best friend as in (55). In (57), he makes an indirect request by asking about permission in
the form of the interrogative (i.e. Figure 29b-f). It begins with the modals MAY MAY-NOT
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co-occurring with a smile, the body leaned forward, the chin moved forward, and the signs
signed in a smaller signing space (i.e. Figure 29b-c). It ends with the interrogative particle
produced by the palm facing right, accompanied by a smile, the body leaned forward, and the
head lowered (i.e. Figure 29f).
(57) S: EXCUSE-ME[smile]. MAY[smile] MAY-NOT[smile] GIVEb+ca[projected][smile]
MEa[smile] interrogative particle[smile]?
‘Excuse me. Could you return it to me?’

a. EXCUSE-ME[smile]

b. MAY[smile]

c. MAY-NOT[smile]

d. GIVEb+ca[projected][smile] e. MEa[smile] f. interrogative
particle[smile]

Figure 29
After giving a reason that s/he ran through today’s pocket money, the best friend asks
the student if she has money in the HAVE possessive construction with its interpretation as a
request to borrow the money form the student, as in (58) (Lai 2005). The student indirectly
declines the request by hinting that there is no money in her pockets (i.e. Figure 30a-c) in
(59). She complains that the borrower has not paid the money s/he has borrowed, but is
expected to do in the form of the declarative with the adverb NOT-YET, accompanied by the
head tilted to the right in the final position (i.e. Figure 30i). It is a requestive statement hint
that hopes s/he will return it without having been overtly asked to avoid the loss of face, and
hence it seems more polite than the interrogative with its interpretation as the request for the
return of the money as in (57) (Leech 2014). Interestingly, the S-O agreement GIVE, whose
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directionality is realized by a change in location moving from S-locus (YOU) to O-locus (ME)
(i.e. Figure 30h) in (59), is different from the irregular S-O agreement verb GIVE (i.e. Figure
29d) as in (57). It agrees with the projected object ME with the orientation of the palm facing
the object from the ego-opposed spatial perspective of the student (i.e. Figure 29d). It also has
an overt object ME that is to distinguish from others (i.e. Figure 29e).
(58) S: I TODAY’S MONEY-POCKET ALL-GONE. YOU HAVE MONEY?
‘I ran through all my today’s pocket money. Got money?’
(59) S: I MONEY POCKETS-EMPTY++. YOUb PAST BORROWa+cb MONEYc
GIVEb+ca NOT-YET.
‘I am out of money. You have not paid the money you owe yet.’

a. I

d. YOUb

b. MONEY

e. PAST

c. POCKETS-EMPTY++

f. BORROW g. MONEYc

h. GIVEb+ca

i. NOT-YET

a+cb

Figure 30
In sum, TSL signers may use a question hint to borrow money from someone in the
possessive construction with the possessive verb HAVE. They may ask for the return of the
money in any form with different degrees of politeness. The imperative beginning with the
verb GIVE is less polite than the interrogative beginning with the modals MAY MAY-NOT
asking about permission, which in turn is less polite than the declarative that is a statement
hint, which can be used to refuse to lend money with the adjective POCKETS-EMPTY, and
to request for the return of the money with the adverb NOT-YET.
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Context 4: What do you do when someone asks a question in TSL in the auditorium, but
the signer on the stage cannot see the signing clearly?
To make the TSL signer on the stage see the question clearly in the auditorium, a teacher
asks a student to stand up to sign it, as in (60) – (61). A teacher requests a student to stand up
in the form of the imperative, accompanied by a smile (i.e. Figure 31) in (60). In (61), the
teacher wants the student to stand up in the form of the first person declarative for an indirect
request (i.e. Figure 32). The verb WANT is followed by the second person singular object
YOU (i.e. Figure 32b-c). The indirect request concerns the teacher’s want that the student
will stand up (Searle 1979).
(60) T: STAND-UP[smile].
‘Stand up.’

a. STAND-UP[smile]
Figure 31
(61) T: I WANT YOU STAND-UP.
‘I want you to stand up.’

a. I
Figure 32

b. WANT

c. YOU

d. STAND-UP

In summary, the imperative co-occurring with a smile can be used for a request without
using the politeness marker PLEASE. The first person declarative with the main verb WANT
can function as an indirect request, accompanied by gentle manners.
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Context 5: How do you ask someone to get you a sign language book on the top shelf?
In TSL, a teacher asks a student to get her/him a sign language book on the top shelf
with different degrees of politeness, as in (62) – (67). In ASL, commands involve a direct eye
contact and stress or emphasis on the verb (Cokely and Baker-Shenk 1991). In TSL, a teacher
orders a student to get him a sign language book on the top shelf in the form of the imperative
(i.e. Figure 33) in (62). In (63), the use of the verb WANT (i.e. Figure 34b) in a first person
declarative for an indirect order concerns the teacher’s want that the student will get him that
sign language. In both cases, the imperative and the declarative are accompanied by sharp
manners and faster speed (i.e. Figure 33, 34), and the verb TAKE is stressed by the extended
reach and sharper manners (i.e. Figure 33b, 34e), resulting in lower degrees of politeness.
(62) T: YOUb TAKE cb THAT BOOKc SIGN-LANGUAGE!
‘You get me that sign language book!’

a. YOUb
Figure 33

b. TAKEcb

c. THAT

d. BOOKc

e. SIGN-LANGUAGE

(63) T: Ia WANT YOUb GOi-j TAKEcb SIGN-LANGUAGE BOOKc!
‘I want you to go and get me that sign language book!’

a. Ia

b. WANT

c. YOUb

d. GOi-j

e. TAKEcb

f. SIGNg. BOOKc
LANGUAGE

Figure 34
In (64), the main verb ORDER (i.e. Figure 35b) used in the first person declarative
makes its intention of a direct order explicit, resulting in the lowest degrees of politeness. In
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(65), the imperative co-occurs with faster speed (i.e. Figure 36) serves as the declarative for
an order in (64). In both cases, the verb TAKE is stressed with extended reach (i.e. Figure
35d) or faster speed (i.e. Figure 35d, 36a).
(64) T: Ia ORDERab GOi-j TAKEcb BOOKc GIVEb+ca!
‘I order you to go and get that book for me!’

a. Ia

c. GOi-j

b. ORDERab

d. TAKEcb e. BOOKc

f. GIVE
b+ca

Figure 35
(65) T: TAKEcb THAT SIGN-LANGUAGE BOOKc GIVEb+ca!
‘Get that sign language book for me!’

a. TAKEcb

b. THAT

c. SIGNd. BOOKc
LANGUAGE

e. GIVEb+ca

Figure 36
In JSL, the polite lexeme such as PLEASE/ONEGAI ‘please, onegai’ is used in an
utterance to request for a pen, which resembles the Japanese ‘hand prow’ emblem produced
by raising a flat hand near the head with the fingertips pointed up (George 2011; Morris
1994). It is accompanied by a head nod in the initial position and a head hold in the final
position (George 2011; Morris 1994). In TSL, the politeness marker PLEASE begins the
imperative for a request (i.e. Figure 37) in (66). The teacher taps the forehead with edge of
the B handshape and nods her head in the initial position (i.e. Figure 37a). The imperative
with the politeness marker PLEASE as in (66) is more polite than that as in (65).
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In (67), a teacher requests a student to get her a sign language book on the top shelf in
the form of the interrogative with the predicative adjective CONVENIENT (i.e. Figure 38b).
She makes an indirect request by asking about her/his temporal availability (Leech 2014;
Searle 1979). The interrogative with the adjective CONVENIENT as in (67) is more polite
than the imperative for a request with the adverb PLEASE as in (66). In both cases, the verb
TAKE is produced by reaching that book gently (i.e. Figure 37b, 38c), and the verb GIVE is
accompanied by the head lowered (i.e. Figure 37f, 38g), leading to politeness.
(66) T: PLEASE TAKEcb THAT SIGN-LANGUAGE BOOKc GIVEb+ca.
‘Please get that sign language book for me.’

a. PLEASE

b. TAKEcb

c. THAT

d. SIGNe. BOOKc
LANGUAGE

f. GIVE

Figure 37
(67) T: YOUb CONVENIENT TAKEcb THAT SIGN-LANGUAGE BOOKc
GIVEb+ca?
‘Would it be convenient for you to get that sign language book for me?’

a. YOUb

d. THAT

b. CONVENIENT

e. SIGNLANGUAGE

f. BOOKc

Figure 38
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c. TAKEcb

g. GIVEb+ca

b+ca

To sum up, the imperative and the declarative with the main verb WANT co-occurring
with sharper manners and faster speed function as orders. The imperative for an order serves
as the first person declarative with the main verb ORDER, resulting in the lowest degrees of
politeness. The interrogative for an indirect request with the adjective CONVENIENT asking
about temporal availability is more polite than the imperative for a request with PLEASE.
Context 6: How do you borrow a bicycle, an eraser, or a pen from someone?
In (68) – (75), the linguistic forms function as orders or requests to borrow something
from someone with different degrees of politeness, depending on the horizontal or vertical
distance and the speech situation. In (68), a teacher borrows a bicycle from a student without
explanation. The imperative co-occurs with faster speed and sharp manners (i.e. Figure 39),
making it the force of an order. In contrast, a teacher gives a reason that she has an urgent
need to go out to buy something in the possessive construction, accompanied by faster speed
and urgent manners (i.e. Figure 40a-g) in (69). She makes an indirect request by asking
her/him if s/he has a bicycle or is able to provide it for her (i.e. Figure 40h-k) (Leech 2014).
The interrogative with the possessive verb HAVE asking about possession or ability (i.e.
Figure 40i) give options to the student (Leech 2014). Thus, the interrogative for an indirect
request accompanied by the head slightly lowered in the final position (i.e. Figure 40k) as in
(69) is more polite than the imperative for an order co-occurring with the final raising of the
head and chin (i.e. Figure 39d) as in (68).
(68) T: YOUb BICYCLEc LENDb+ca MEa!
‘You lend me the bicycle!’

a. YOUb
Figure 39

b. BICYCLEc

c. LENDb+ca
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d. MEa

(69) T: Ia HAVE URGENT MATTER GO-OUTi-j BUYac THINGSc. YOUb
HAVE BICYCLEc LENDb+ca?
‘I have an urgent need to go out to buy something. Do you have a bicycle to lend
me?’

a. Ia

b. HAVE

e. GO-OUTi-j

h. YOUb

i. HAVE

c. URGENT

d. MATTER

f. BUYac

j. BICYCLEc

g. THINGSc

k. LENDb+ca

Figure 40
A teacher borrows an eraser from a student in the imperative form as in (70) and in the
interrogative form as in (71), both of which co-occur with the polite nonmanual markers in
the final position, such as the head lowered (i.e. Figure 41g) or tilted to one side (i.e. Figure
42e), and the chin moved downward (i.e. Figure 41g, 42e). In (70), the request in the
imperative form is prefaced by a reason (i.e. Figure 41a-c). The imperative for a request is
accompanied by softer manners and a smile (i.e. Figure 41d-g). However, the interrogative
for an indirect request with the blended possessive verb HAVE^HAVE-NOT (i.e. Figure 42b)
as in (71) is more polite than the imperative for a request (i.e. Figure 41d-g) as in (70). In
other words, the teacher gives options to the student by asking her/him if s/he has an eraser or
not, leading to higher degrees of politeness.
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(70) T: I ERASER++ LOSE. YOUb ERASERc++ LENDb+ca MEa.
‘I lost my eraser. You lend the eraser to me.’

a. I

d. YOUb

b. ERASER++

e. ERASERc++

c. LOSE

f. LENDb+ca

g. MEa

Figure 41
(71) T: YOUb HAVE^HAVE-NOT ERASERc++ LENDb+ca MEa?
‘Have you got any eraser to lend it to me?’

a. YOUb
Figure 42

b. HAVE^HAVE-NOT

c. ERASERc++ d. LENDb+ca

e. MEa

A student prefaces a request to borrow an eraser from a classmate with a vocative and
praise that makes her/him feel good (i.e. Figure 43) in (72) (Lakoff 1973). She uses the
vocative FIELD CLASSMATE (i.e. Figure 43a-b) to call her classmate. The family name
FIELD (i.e. Figure 43a) is formed by the substitutive depiction of the Chinese character ‘tian
田’ in space on the part of the spatial perspective of the student (Chang 2011a). As the
intonation of interrogatives that typically goes up in pitch in spoken languages, the brows are
raised at the end of the interrogatives in TSL (Chang 2011a). She makes a request in the form
of the statement-question that has the same linguistic structure as a statement, where the final
sign is accompanied by gentle manners, the brows raised, the chin moved forward and the
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head tilted backward (i.e. Figure 43i), which resembles the rising tone in statement-questions
in English. Particularly, her head in the chin-forward position marks a closer connection to
her classmate (George 2011; Ichida 2005a, 2005b).
In (73), the student borrows an eraser from a teacher. She prefaces the indirect request
with the apologetic form EXCUSE-ME to apologize for interrupting, ending in a polite
grimace with the teeth showing (i.e. Figure 44a). She also prefaces it with the reason that she
forgot to bring an eraser (i.e. Figure 44b-e). After the apology and explanation, she makes an
indirect request by asking an indirect question beginning with the verb DON’T-KNOW (i.e.
Figure 44f) that takes a noun clause as an object (i.e. Figure 44g-k), as illustrated in Table 2.
The subject of the noun clause is an honorific vocative TEACHER (i.e. Figure 44g). The verb
of the noun clause is the blended possessive verb HAVE^HAVE-NOT (i.e. Figure 44h). The
student asks the teacher whether s/he has an eraser or not. She gives options to the teacher
and accompanies the indirect question by gentle manners, a smile (i.e. Figure 44f-k), and the
final lowering of the head (i.e. Figure 44k), thus leading to the greatest degrees of politeness.
The indirect question given to the teacher as in (73) is more polite than the interrogative
given to the classmate as in (72) because the horizontal distance (e.g. equal status) between
the students is small as in (72), and the vertical distance (e.g. role) between the teacher and
student is large as in (73).
Table 2 the Subordinate Noun Clause
Subject
Verb

Object
Noun Clause

DON’T-KNOW

TEACHER HAVE^HAVE-NOT ERASER LEND ME

TEACHER HAVE^HAVE-NOT ERASER
LEND ME
(72) S: FIELD CLASSMATE, YOUR NEW ERASER++ LOOK NOT-BAD. MEa
LENDb+ca?
‘Classmate Field, your new eraser looks good. Can you lend it to me?’
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a. FIELD

h. MEa
Figure 43

b. CLASSMATE

c. YOUR

d. NEW e. ERASER f. LOOK g. NOT-BAD

i. LENDb+ca

(73) S: EXCUSE-ME. I FORGET BRING ERASER++. DON’T-KNOW
TEACHERb[fem] HAVE^HAVE-NOT ERASERc++ LENDb+ca MEa.
‘Excuse me. I forgot to bring my eraser. I wonder if Teacher has one to lend it to me.’

a. EXCUSE-ME

b. I

c. FORGET

d. BRING

e. ERASER++

f. DON’T-KNOW g. TEACHERb h. HAVE^HAVE-NOT i. ERASERc j. LENDb+ca k. MEa
Figure 44
In ASL, the interrogative sign WHAT is a gesture used by the Deaf and hearing (Cokely
and Baker-Shenk 1991). In TSL, PALM-UP can occur in the final position of polar, content,
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and alternative questions to request information or seek agreement (Chen 2012). In (74), a
student borrows a pen from a close friend who is sitting in the classroom. She makes an
indirect request in the form of the imperative with a question tag, accompanied by her eye
gaze directed toward the pen (i.e. Figure 45). The question tag consists of the modal MAY
asking about permission and the interrogative particle produced by the palm facing upward
(i.e. Figure 45e-f), accompanied by eyebrows raised, and the body leaned forward in the final
position (i.e. Figure 45f), thereby leading to higher degrees of politeness.
In (75), the student borrows a pen from a distant acquaintance (i.e. Figure 46). She
prefaces the indirect request with a mild apology and a reason to make it more polite and
reasonable than that in (74). First, the use of the apologetic form EXCUSE-ME, accompanied
by her eye gaze directed toward her/him (i.e. Figure 46a), can disarm and get attention of the
distant acquaintance in the classroom (Leech 2014). Second, she explains that she forgot to
bring a pen (i.e. Figure 46b-e). Lastly, she makes an indirect request by asking about
permission in the interrogative form (i.e. Figure 46f-i) with the modals MAY MAY-NOT (i.e.
Figure 46g-h). She asks her/him if s/he can lend that pen to her or not. The alternative
MAY-NOT biases the indirect request toward a dispreferred response (i.e. Figure 46h), thus
increasing degrees of politeness (Leech 2014).
(74) S: THIS PENc LENDb+ca MEa, MAY interrogative particle?
‘Lend me this pen, could you?’

a. THIS

b. PENc

c. LENDb+ca

d. MEa

e. MAY

f. interrogative
particle

Figure 45
(75) S: EXCUSE-ME. I FORGET BRING PEN. THATc MAY MAY-NOT
LENDb+ca?
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‘Excuse me. I forgot to bring my pen. Could you lend it to me?’

a. EXCUSE-ME

b. I

f. THATc
Figure 46

c. FORGET

g. MAY

d. BRING

h. MAY-NOT

e. PEN

i. LENDb+ca

To sum up, the use of apologies, reasons and polite nonmanual markers increases
degrees of politeness when TSL signers make a request. An indirect request can be formed by
the indirect question with the verb DON’T-KNOW that means uncertainty and takes a noun
clause as an object. An indirect question is used when the vertical distance (e.g. role) or
horizontal distance (e.g. unfamiliarity) is larger. An indirect request can also be formed by
the interrogative with the possession verb such as HAVE or HAVE^HAVE-NOT asking
about possession or ability, and the modals such as MAY or MAY MAY-NOT asking about
permission. In addition, an indirect request can be formed by the imperative with a question
tag consisting of the modal MAY and the interrogative particle.
Context 7: What do you do if it is cold in the classroom?
In (76) – (88), someone asks a student to close the window or turn down the air
conditioner in given contexts. In ASL, linguistic facial expressions accompany the sentence
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with a clear onset and offset, whereas the timing of emotional expressions is not linked to
sentential structures because of a global or inconsistent onset and offset (Emmorey 2002). In
TSL, in (76) the affective features such as anger can spread over the declarative for an
assertion (i.e. Figure 47a-b) and the imperative for an order (i.e. Figure 47c-e) given by a
teacher to a student. It is manifested by brows pulled down and drawn together, and lips
tightly pressed together (i.e. Figure 47a-e) (Ekman 1971; Ekman and Friesen 1969).
In (77), a teacher explains that it is very cold so that he feels cold in declarative forms
(i.e. Figure 48a-d), manifested by the hands held close to the body tightly to decrease heat
loss (i.e. Figure 48d). He calls a student to help him close the window. The declarative begins
with the subject I and the repeated vocative TEACHER (i.e. Figure 48e-g) followed by the
main verb CALL (i.e. Figure 48h). The subordinate clause (i.e. Figure 48k-n) begins with the
irregular S-O agreement verb HELP (i.e. Figure 48k) by slapping the palm of the projected
Open A handshape to indicate that the student is standing on the left side. The imperative
accompanied by an angry look, faster speed and sharper manners (i.e. Figure 47c-e) as in (76)
is less polite than the declarative (i.e. Figure 48e-n) as in (77).
(76) T: I[anger] ANGRY[anger]++! GOi-j[anger] WINDOW[anger] SHUT[anger]!
‘I am angry! Go shut the window!’

a. I[anger]

b. ANGRY[anger]++

c. GOi-j[anger]

d. WINDOW[anger]

Figure 47
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e. SHUT[anger]

(77) T: WEATHER

VERY-COLD++.

TEACHER VERY-COLD++. TEACHERa Ia++

TEACHERa CALLab YOUb STUDENTb HELPba[projected] GO i-j
WINDOW CLOSE.
‘It is very cold. Teacher feels cold. I, Teacher, call you, Student, to go close the
window for me.’

a. WEATHER

e. TEACHERa

f. Ia++

j. STUDENTb k. HELPba

b. VERY-COLD++ c. TEACHER

g. TEACHERa

l. GOi-j

d. VERY-COLD++

h. CALLab

m. WINDOW

i. YOUb

n. CLOSE

[projected]

Figure 48
In (78), after explaining that it is very cold (i.e. Figure 49a-b), a teacher requests a
student to help him close the window in the imperative form. He gets attention of the student
who is far from him by the use of the attention-getter HEY (i.e. Figure 49c), the vocative
STUDENT (i.e. Figure 49e), and the repeated pronouns YOU (i.e. Figure 49d, 49f). The
repeated pronoun YOU (i.e. Figure 49f, 49h) produced by two hands emphasizes that the
imperative is addressed to the student standing on the left side. The adverb PLEASE produced
from the dominant hand co-occurs with the subject YOU produced from the non-dominant
hand (i.e. Figure 49g), where the pronoun YOU is old information (Liu 2011).
In (79), a teacher requests a student to help him close the window. The imperative for an
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indirect request begins with the politeness marker PLEASE (i.e. Figure 50a) and ends with the
question tag formed by the adjective GOOD and the interrogative particle (i.e. Figure 50h-i).
He uses the question tag to ask the student if it is okay with her/him to help him go close the
window. The interrogative particle in the final position is produced by the palm facing right,
accompanied by the body leaned forward and the head lowered (i.e. Figure 50i), leading to
higher degrees of politeness. The indirect request as in (79) is more polite than the request as
in (78) because the teacher offers options to the student.
(78) T: WEATHER VERY-COLD++. HEY YOUb, STUDENTb, YOUb[2h],
PLEASE + YOUb YOUb[2h] HELPba[projected] GOi-j WINDOW CLOSE.
‘It is very cold. Hey you, Student, please go close the window for me.’

a. WEATHER

c. HEY

g. PLEASE
+ YOUb
Figure 49

h. YOUb[2h]

b. VERY-COLD++

d. YOUb

j. GOi-j

i. HELPba

e. STUDENTb

f. YOUb[2h]

k. WINDOW

l. CLOSE

[projected]

(79) T: PLEASE YOUb HELPba[projected] MEa GOi-j WINDOW CLOSE, GOOD
interrogative particle?
‘Please help me go close the window, OK?’
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a. PLEASE

b. YOUb

e. GOi-j

f. WINDOW

c. HELPba[projected]

g. CLOSE

h. GOOD

d. MEa

i. interrogative
particle

Figure 50
Each person within the Deaf community is given a sign name in accordance with
characteristics of an individual’s face, appearance, habit, profession, occupation, personality,
or Chinese surname, and remains the same over a life time due to its uniqueness in Deaf
culture (Chang 2011a; Chang and Chuang 2011; Ku 2015; Smith and Ting 1979). Before
making a request, a teacher draws attention of a student by pointing to her/him on the right at
a distance with a demonstrative adjective THAT (i.e. Figure 51a, 52a), and then calls her/his
sign name GLASSES + WEAR according to her/his characteristics of wearing a pair of
glasses (i.e. Figure 51b, 52b), as in (80) and (81).
In (80), the imperative begins with the adverb PLEASE co-occurring with the head nod
and ends with the question tag GOOD GOOD-NOT, making it the force of an indirect request.
The teacher asks her/him whether s/he is okay or not to help her close the window. She offers
two alternative options, including a positive response GOOD (i.e. Figure 51i), and a negative
response GOOD-NOT accompanied by the body leaned forward, the head lowered and the
chin moved backward (i.e. Figure 51j), leading to higher degrees of politeness. In (81), the
interrogative for a request concerns with the student’s willingness. It begins with one variant
of the adjective BE-WILLING-TO that changes the location from the throat to the chin (i.e.
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Figure 52d), and ends with the interrogative particle produced by the palm facing left (i.e.
Figure 52h), resulting in higher degrees of politeness.
(80) T: THAT GLASSES + WEAR CLASSMATE, PLEASE YOUb HELPba
WINDOW CLOSE, GOOD GOOD-NOT?
‘That Classmate Glasses, please help me close the window, OK?’

a. THAT

b. GLASSES

c. CLASSMATE

d. PLEASE

e. YOUb

i. GOOD

j. GOOD-NOT

+ WEAR

f. HELPba
Figure 51

g. WINDOW

h. CLOSE

(81) T: THAT GLASSES + WEAR CLASSMATE, BE-WILLING-TO HELPba
WINDOW CLOSE interrogative particle?
‘That Classmate Glasses, would you be willing to close the window for me?’

a. THAT

b. GLASSES + WEAR

d. BE-WILLING-

e. HELPba

c. CLASSMATE

f. WINDOW

TO
Figure 52
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g. CLOSE h. interrogative
particle

In JSL, the chin-up position involving the raising of the chin and head is associated with
commands, and marks indifference (George 2011; Ichida 2005a, 2005b). In contrast, the
chin-down position marks polite expression, consideration for the addressee, or a more
persuasive stance (George 2011; Ichida 2005a, 2005b). The chin-forward position consisting
of extending the chin forward and slightly lowering the head marks the propositional content,
a closer connection to the addressee, and a polite stance (George 2011; Ichida 2005a, 2005b).
By contrast, the chin-back position involving the chin being drawn back towards the chest
marks the propositional content, the creation of distance between the interlocutors signaling
reserve, and a relatively more polite expression (George 2011; Ichida 2005a, 2005b). In TSL,
in (82) the imperative given by a student to a close friend is accompanied by the raising of the
head and chin, bigger motions, rude manners, and the signs signed in a relatively bigger
signing space (i.e. Figure 53), making it the force of an order. Sometimes, with the minimal
horizontal (e.g. familiar) and vertical (e.g. equal status) distance, the impolite order treated as
nonseriousness achieves camaraderie (familiarity, solidarity) (Leech 2014).
In (83), a student requests a stranger to help him close the window in the form of the
imperative. It begins with one variant of the adverb PLEASE, which is repeated for emphasis
(i.e. Figure 54a, 54d). He cuts off after the initial segment of another variant of the adverb
PLEASE (i.e. Figure 54c). The two variants of the politeness marker PLEASE are manifested
by the body leaned forward, the head lowered, the chin moved backward, and the eye contact
avoided (i.e. Figure 54a, 54c-d), thereby signaling reserve. Further, the repeated subject YOU
is unstressed by pointing to the stranger gently in a relatively smaller signing space, thus
increasing degrees of politeness (i.e. Figure 54b, 54e).
Due to unfamiliarity, the imperative for a request given to the stranger as in (83) is more
polite than the imperative for an order given to the close friend as in (82). In (83), the use of
the repeated politeness marker PLEASE co-occurring with courteous manners (i.e. Figure 54a,
54c-d) makes the imperative more polite than that in (82). Moreover, the repeated subject
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YOU co-occurring with the gentle index-pointing (i.e. Figure 54b, 54e) as in (83) is more
polite than the subject YOU accompanied by the raising of the head and chin, and the sharp
index-pointing (i.e. Figure 53a) as in (82). In addition, the signing space size (i.e. Figure 54i)
as in (83) is smaller than that (i.e. Figure 53c-d) as in (82).
(82) S: YOU GOi-j WINDOW SHUT!
‘You go and shut the window!’

a. YOU
Figure 53

b. GOi-j

c. WINDOW

d. SHUT

(83) S: PLEASE YOU PLEASEcut-off PLEASE YOUb HELPba[projected] THAT
WINDOW + OPEN CLOSE.
‘Please, please, please help me to go close the window that is open.’

a. PLEASE

b. YOU

c. PLEASE

d. PLEASE

e. YOUb

cut-off

f. HELPba[projected]
Figure 54

g. THAT

h. WINDOW + OPEN

i. CLOSE

Depending on the situational context, indirect strategies used in ASL are similar to those
of English utterance, which could be an indirect request for someone to open the window as
in (84) (Valli and Lucas 2000). In (85), ASL signers interpret a question as a request for
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information or for a ride home, and an ironical complaint by a boss to an employee who is
leaving too early (Valli and Lucas 2000). In Australian Sign Language (Auslan), a visitor
performs a request for a host to turn down the air conditioning by way of expressing her/his
feelings as in (86) (Johnston and Schembri 2007).
(84) It’s hot in here.
(85) HOME YOU?
‘Are you going home?’
(86) PRO-1 THINK A-C HERE COLD+intens.
‘I think the air-conditioning here is too cold.’
In TSL, a student requests her classmate to help her turn down an air conditioner if s/he
is temporally available (i.e. Figure 55) in (87). In the if-clause (i.e. Figure 55a-b), the
predicative adjective CONVENIENT expresses temporal availability (i.e. Figure 55b). In the
main clause (i.e. Figure 55c-g), the imperative ends with the adverb of degree A-BIT which is
produced by rubbing the thumb and index finger together (i.e. Figure 55g) (Lai 2005). It
comes after the gradable state verb TURN-UP to diminish its degrees (i.e. Figure 55f-g) (Lai
2005; Lin 2014). Furthermore, it is a downtowner that mitigates the request. Thus, the request
given to the classmate is polite by the use of the adjective CONVENIENT in the if-clause, and
the adverb A-BIT in the main clause.
Finally, in (88) a teacher may state that she is so cold that her teeth chatter, or indirectly
request a student to turn down the air conditioner. First of all, she hunches up the shoulders,
bends fingers in toward the palm, holds hands close to the body tightly, lowers the head, and
shivers to generate heat (i.e. Figure 56b). Secondly, the projected four front teeth shaped by
the body part classifier chatter (i.e. Figure 56c-d) (Chang 2014a, 2015; Ho 2014). The sight,
kinesthesia, and touch images (i.e. Figure 56b-d) in the declarative forms may cue an indirect
request, leading to higher degrees of politeness (Chang 2015).
(87) S: IF CONVENIENT, HELPba MEa AIR-CONDITIONER
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DEGREE + TURN-UP A-BIT + DEGREE.
‘If it is convenient to you, help me turn down the air conditioner a bit.’

b. CONVENIENT

a. IF

e. AIR-CONDITIONER

c. HELPba

d. MEa

f. DEGREE + TURN-UP

g. A-BIT +
DEGREE

Figure 55
(88) T: I COLD++. TEETH CHATTER++.
‘I am so cold that my teeth chatter.’

a. I

b. COLD++

c. TEETH

d. CHATTER++

Figure 56
In sum, to show respect to the addressee, TSL signers may preface the imperative with
the honorific vocative like CLASSMATE and TEACHER, which can be preceded by the
sign name or the family name. The imperative for a request begins with the politeness marker
PLEASE or ends with the question tag GOOD GOOD-NOT. The downtowner A-BIT tones
down the force of the imperative. Indirect request can be expressed by the interrogative form
with the adjective BE-WILLING-TO asking about willingness and the declarative form that
is a statement hint. Finally, familiarity may make the request more casual and even less polite.
Sometimes the order treated as nonseriousness achieves camaraderie in certain contexts.
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Context 8: What do you do when someone has no manners during the speech?
A chairman in the auditorium declares the speech starts. Two students are signing during
the speech. A teacher asks them to stop signing in (89) – (92). In ASL, the signer uses a
pronoun to indicate the specific number of people involved, and to assign this group of two to
a particular location (Cokely and Baker-shenk 1991). In TSL, a teacher appeals for attention
of the students with the subject pronoun YOU (i.e. Figure 57a) in (89), and the dual personal
pronoun subject YOU-TWO produced by the V handshape simultaneously pointing to the
two students standing on the left (i.e. Figure 57b, 58a) as in (89) and (90). In (89), the subject
pronouns YOU and YOU-TWO are unstressed with gentle manners (i.e. Figure 57a-b). By
contrast, in (90) the dual personal pronoun subject YOU-TWO (i.e. Figure 58a) is stressed
and emphasized with faster speed and sharper manners to convey anger.
Further, the teacher advises them to stop signing in the negative imperative form as in
(89). It is negated by the verb STOP produced by pulling hands back gently toward the body,
moving the chin downward, and slightly lowering the head, and hence the use of the form is
persuasive (i.e. Figure 57d). In contrast, she orders them to stop signing as in (90). The final
sign STOP is produced by sharply pulling hands back toward the body, accompanied by the
head raised, the chin moved upward, and angry expression, and hence the use of the form is
angry (i.e. Figure 58c). With the same proposition, the negative imperative for advice as in
(89) is more polite than the negative imperative for an order as in (90).
(89) T: YOUb,c, YOU-TWOb,c SIGN STOP.
‘You, both of you stop signing/talking.’

a. YOUb,c
Figure 57

b.YOU-TWOb,c

c. SIGN
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d. STOP

(90) T: YOU-TWOb,c[anger] SIGN[anger] STOP[anger]!
‘Both of you stop signing/talking!’

a. YOU-TWOb,c

b. SIGN[anger]

c. STOP[anger]

[anger]

Figure 58
Specifically, the subject YOU or the dual personal pronoun subject YOU-TWO of the
negative imperatives can be either overt as in (89) and (90), or implied as in (91) and (92). In
(91), the teacher requests the students to stop signing in the negative imperative form (i.e.
Figure 59a-b). It is negated by one variant of the verb STOP-1 expressing prohibition,
produced by crossing the right hand behind the left and moving them out gently and slowly in
a smaller signing space (i.e. Figure 59a). By contrast, in (92) she orders them to stop signing
in the negative imperative form (i.e. Figure 60a-b). It is negated by another variant of the
verb STOP-2 expressing prohibition, which is accompanied by a strong downward chopping
movement, faster speed, and a staring look (i.e. Figure 60a). With the same proposition, the
negative imperative for an order as in (92) is less polite than the negative imperative for a
request as in (91), but it does not lead to impoliteness because the teacher is entitled to
instruct the two students who persist in signing during the speech.
(91) T: STOP-1 SIGN++.
‘Stop signing/talking.’

b. SIGN++

a. STOP-1
Figure 59
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(92) T: STOP-2 SIGN++ !
‘Stop signing/talking!’

b. SIGN++

a. STOP-2
Figure 60

To sum up, the imperatives for a request and an order can be contrasted by the softer and
sharper manners, the slower and faster speed, the lowering and raising of the head, or the
smaller and bigger signing space size.
Context 9: How do you suggest or invite someone to join a dinner party?
A student suggests or invites a classmate to join the class reunion banquet, as in (93) and
(94). Pronouns in both ASL and TSL are derived from directed pointing at the spatial location
of the referents (Tai 2005). In TSL, the first person pronoun has two variants in free variation,
produced by pointing to the signer’s nose or the center of the signer’s chest with the index
finger (Tai 2005). The second person pronoun is produced by pointing anyone around with
the index finger (Tai 2005). In (93), the first person plural subject WE of the imperative is
expressed by simultaneously pointing to the right to mean YOU and to her nose to mean I,
accompanied by the eye gaze directed toward the classmate standing on the right side (i.e.
Figure 61a). The subject WE is followed by the adverb TOGETHER (i.e. Figure 61a-b) in the
imperative. It can be used for a suggestion that includes the student.
In (94), a student informs a classmate that the class holds a class reunion banquet (i.e.
Figure 62a-c). She invites her/him to joint it in the imperative form with the verb COME (i.e.
Figure 62f). The imperative for an invitation begins with the politeness marker PLEASE (i.e.
Figure 62d), leading to higher degrees of politeness (i.e. Figure 62d-g).
(93) S: WEa,b TOGETHER GOi-j JOIN CLASS- REUNION-BANQUET.
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‘Let’s go join the class reunion banquet.’

a. WEa,b

b TOGETHER

c. GOi-j

d. JOIN

e. CLASS-REUNION-BANQUET
Figure 61
(94) S: WEa,c HOLD CLASS-REUNION-BANQUET. PLEASE YOUb COMEi-j
JOIN.
‘We hold a class reunion banquet. Please come participate.’

a. WEa,c

d. PLEASE
Figure 62

b. HOLD

c. CLASS-REUNION-BANQUET

e. YOUb

f. COMEi-j

g. JOIN

In summary, a suggestion that includes the signer can be expressed by the imperative
form beginning with the first person plural subject WE followed by the adverb TOGETHER.
The imperative for an invitation may use the verb COME. The imperative for an invitation
begins with the politeness marker PLEASE, resulting in higher degrees of politeness.
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2.3 Conclusion
Linguistic forms such as the imperatives, declaratives, and interrogatives can be used for
the same function such as requests with different degrees of politeness, depending on the
horizontal and vertical distance and the contexts, as illustrated in Table 1. In (a), due to the
larger vertical distance (e.g. role) between the teacher and student, the student apologizes,
gives a reason, and then makes a request in the form of the indirect question with the verb
DON’T-KNOW followed by a noun clause with the honorific vocative TEACHER and the
verbs HAVE^HAVE-NOT asking about possession. In (b), the teacher gives a reason and
then makes a request in the interrogative form with the verb HAVE asking about possession.
In (c), the horizontal distance (e.g. familiar) between the students is minimal, and the student
makes a request in the form of the imperative with the question tag MAY asking about
permission. The form for a request in (a) is more polite than that in (b), which in turn is more
polite than that in (c) without explanation.
Table 1 the Same Function Expressed by Different Linguistic Forms Ranging from Higher to
the Highest Degrees of Politeness
Functions

The Forms of Declaratives, Interrogatives, and Imperatives

request

(a) EXCUSE-ME. I FORGET BRING ERASER.

request

DON’T-KNOW TEACHER HAVE^HAVE-NOT
ERASER LEND ME.
(b) I HAVE URGENT MATTER GO-OUT BUY

request

THINGS. YOU HAVE BICYCLE LEND?
(c) THIS PEN LEND ME, MAY?

Politeness
the highest

higher

Moreover, different linguistic forms can be used for a variety of functions with varying
degrees of strength and politeness, as compared in Table 2. In (a), for example, the vertical
distance (e.g. role) between the father and son is large, so the son begs of his father not to
smoke with the verb BEG in the main clause and with the auxiliary verb DON’T expressing
prohibition in the subordinate clause, resulting in higher degrees of politeness. In (b),
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although the horizontal distance (e.g. familiarity) between the girlfriend and boyfriend is
small, she makes the indirect request more polite and reasonable in the interrogative form
with the modals MAY MAY NOT asking about ability in the main clause followed by the
conjunction FOR that gives a reason in the clause of reason. In contrast, in (c) the father may
offer advice in imperatives negated by the auxiliary verb DON’T expression prohibition, and
in (d) he gives indirect orders in imperatives negated by the strongest modal MAY-NOT
expression absolute permission refused because his son persists in smoking.
Table 2 the Same Proposition Expressed with Different Degrees of Forces Ranging from
Higher to the Lowest Degrees of Politeness
Functions
begging
request
advice
order

The Forms of Declaratives, Interrogatives, and Imperatives
(a) SORRY. FATHER. BEG DON’T SMOKE.
(b) YOU MAY MAY-NOT SMOKE LESS SMOKE
FOR YOUR SELF BODY HEALTH?
(c) YOU DON’T SMOKE. SMOKE DON’T.
(d) YOU MAY-NOT! SMOKE MAY-NOT!

Politeness
higher

the lowest

Finally, TSL signers can use politeness strategies when signing before, during, and after
the imperative, as illustrated in Table 3. First, it can be prefaced with the attention getter or
the discourse marker HEY, the vocative like TEACHER, the apology like EXCUSE-ME, or
the praise like NOT-BAD. It can also be prefaced with the condition, reason or hint. Second,
it can be formed by the politeness marker PLEASE, the first person plural subject WE
followed by the adverb TOGETHER, the verb NEED expressing necessity, the modal like
CANNOT expressing permission refused, the auxiliary verb DON’T expressing prohibition,
or the downtoner A-BIT. Third, it can be accompanied by the question tag like MAY, GOOD,
and GOOD GOOD-NOT. It can also be accompanied by the gratitude like THANK, the
apology like SORRY, or the reason with/without BECAUSE. Finally, polite imperatives can
co-occur with gentle manners, iterative motions for emphasis, slower speed, the head lowered,
the body leaned forward, and the chin moved forward, backward or downward.
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Table 3 Politeness Strategies Used in Imperatives in TSL
Manual Signs
_______________________ +

Imperative Form



Get attention of the Deaf.
HEY



Add a politeness marker.
PLEASE



Add honorific vocatives
to show respect.
TEACHER
FATHER



Make suggestions for
actions that include the
signer and the addressee.

Apologize.

 Add

a verb expressing
necessity.

EXCUSE-ME
SORRY


Give praise.
NOT-BAD



Add temporal availability
queries.
CONVENIENT



Give reasons.
(BECAUSE)



Give conditions.
(IF)



Give hints.



Add question tags.
MAY
GOOD
GOOD GOOD-NOT



Express gratitude.
THANK



Apologize.
SORRY



Give reasons.
(BECAUSE)
(FOR)

WE TOGETHER

CLASSMATE


+ ______________________

NEED


Add a modal expressing
permission refused.
CANNOT



Add an auxiliary verb
expressing prohibition.
DON’T



Add a downtoner to tone
down its force.
A-BIT

Nonmanual Markers (Grammatical and Affective Features)
 Raise the hand, clap hands, tap the shoulder, or beckon to the Deaf to get visual attention.
 Express emotions, such as pleasure with a smile and brows raised.
 Apologize with either a smile or brows frown, eyes squinted, and lips tightened or pursed.
 Maintain or avoid eye contact with the addressee(s).
 Lower the head, move the chin backward/forward/downward, or lean forward in the final
position of the form.
 Sign with gentle manners, iterative motions, and slower speed in a smaller signing space.
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Chapter 3
REFERENCE, SPACE, AND TIME IN QUOTED AND REPORTED IMPERATIVES
3.1 Introduction
The reporter such as the speaker, the hearer and the other person can report what is/was
said in direct speech. In direct speech, there are different discourse uses of projection, such as
news sources in news reporting, dialogues in narrative, scenes in biography, views in
scientific writing, or questions in conversation (Halliday 2004). The reporter can also use
indirect speech to interpret and report direct speech, report conversation, pass on instructions,
and so forth.
The reporting verbs such as ‘say,’ ‘tell,’ and ‘ask’ can be used in both direct and indirect
speech. The reporting verbs may be in the present or past tense. In direct speech, the reporter
can quote an imperative, a declarative, or an interrogative with a reporting verb such as ‘says’
in the present tense, or ‘said’ and ‘told’ in the past tense. S/he can also report an interrogative
with a reporting verb such as ‘asked’ in the past tense in direct speech. In indirect speech, the
reporter can report an imperative or a declarative with a reporting verb such as ‘advise to’ in
the present tense, or ‘told to’ and ‘said I was to’ in the past tense (Austin 1962). S/he can also
report a yes/no question, a question-word question or a subject-question with a reporting verb
such as ‘asked’ in the past tense and ‘want to know’ in the present tense in indirect speech. In
(1a), for instance, the declarative can be reported by the speaker, the hearer, and the other
person in indirect speech in (1b) – (1d) with tense and time changes. Another example shows
that in (2a) the interrogative can be reported with the reporting verb ‘asked’ in the past tense
in the indirect questions in (2b) – (2d) with tense and time changes.
(1) a. Speaker: I will go dancing tomorrow.
b. Speaker: I told her/him (that) I would go dancing the next day.
c. Hearer: S/he said/told me s/he would go dancing the next day.
d. Other person: S/he told her/him s/he would go dancing the next day.
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(2) a. Speaker: Do you want to come dancing tomorrow?
b. Speaker: I asked her/him if/whether s/he wanted to go dancing the next day.
c. Hearer: S/he asked me if/whether I wanted to go dancing the next day.
d. Other person: S/he asked if/whether s/he wanted to go dancing the next day.
In (3a), the imperative expressed by the base form of the verb ‘go’ is the same as the
bare infinitive in English. It can function as the acts of ordering, advising or entreating in (3b)
and even in (3c) (Austin 1962). In (3d), the first person declarative with the verb such as
‘want’ concerns the speaker’s want that the hearer will go (Searle 1969, 1979). Further, it can
be quoted with the reporting verb such as ‘said’ or ‘told’ in direct speech as in (4). It can also
be quoted by the speaker in (4a), by the hearer in (4b) and (4c), and by the other person in (4d)
– (4f). In indirect speech, the reporter such as the speaker in (5a) – (5c), the hearer in (5d) –
(5f), and the other person in (5g) – (5i) can choose one reporting verb such as ‘said,’ ‘told,’
‘ordered,’ ‘advised,’ ‘entreated,’ and ‘wanted’ to report the imperative. The reporting verb
matches the function of the imperative in given contexts.
(3) a. Speaker: Go.
b. Speaker: I order/advise/entreat you to go.
c. Speaker: I order/advise/entreat you not to go.
d. Speaker: I want you to go.
(4) a. Speaker: I said (to her/him), ‘Go.’
b. Hearer: S/he said (to me), ‘Go.’
c. Hearer: S/he told me, ‘Go.’
d. Other person: S/he said, ‘Go.’
e. Other person: S/he said (to you/her/him), ‘Go.’
f. Other person: S/he told you/her/him, ‘Go.’
(5) a. Speaker: I told her/him to go.
b. Speaker: I ordered/advised/entreated her/him to go.
c. Speaker: I wanted her/him to go.
d. Hearer: S/he told me to go.
e. Hearer: S/he ordered/advised/entreated me to go.
f. Hearer: S/he wanted me to go.
g. Other person: S/he told you/her/him to go.
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h. Other person: S/he ordered/advised/entreated you/her/him to go.
i. Other person: S/he wanted you/her/him to go.
In this chapter, the reporting verbs in TSL are most often in the past tense because there
is an interval between the original signer’s signing and the time when they are quoted in
direct speech and reported in indirect speech. For example, the imperative can be quoted with
the reporting verb TOLD in direct speech as in (6). The declarative can be reported with the
reporting verb TOLD in indirect speech with the tense changes in (7). The interrogative can
also be reported with the reporting verb ASKED in indirect speech as in (8).
In (6), projection of wording (locutions) contains two parts: (i) a projecting clause (i.e.
Figure 1a-c) is a verbal process clause of saying with the reporting verb TOLD (i.e. Figure
1b), and (ii) a projected clause (i.e. Figure 1d-i) has independent status of quoting the
imperative for an instruction or an order given by a teacher to a student, but may not repeat
the teacher’s exact words (Halliday 2004). The reporter assumes the role of the teacher. The
reference changes from the third person nominal STUDENT (i.e. Figure 1c) in the projecting
clause to the implied second person subject of the quoted imperative in the projected clause.
The quoted imperative (i.e. Figure 1d-i) begins with the adverbial phrases of definite time
TOMORROW MORNING followed by the base form of the verb NEED (i.e. Figure 1d-f).
(6) [3rdSV3rdO]:  [(2ndS)AdvV~](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [TEACHERa[right] TOLDab STUDENTb[left]]: [TOMORROW MORNING
NEED ON-TIME ARRIVE SCHOOL].
‘The teacher said to the student, ‘You need to arrive at school on time tomorrow
morning.’’

a. TEACHERa

b. TOLDab

c. STUDENTb[left] d. TOMORROW e. MORNING

[right]
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f. NEED
Figure 1

g. ON-TIME

h. ARRIVE

i. SCHOOL

In indirect speech, both of the two locutions in the projecting and projected clauses have
unequal status (Halliday 2004). In (7), the other person reports that a teacher told a student to
arrive at school on time the next morning. The point of view (i.e. Figure 2d) in the projected
clause is simply that of the same third person (i.e. Figure 2a) in the projecting clause in
indirect speech, which is similar to unshifted reference in spoken languages (Halliday 2004;
Liddell 1977). However, there are cross-modal differences across spoken and sign languages.
First, the unshifted reference is realized by the same loci given to the left for the student
(i.e. Figure 2a, 2d) and to the right for the teacher (i.e. Figure 2b) in signing space. That is,
the third person nominal STUDENT (i.e. Figure 2a) in the projecting clause and the overt
third person singular masculine HE (i.e. Figure 2d) in the projected clause are assigned to the
same spatial locus on the left. Second, she reports the declarative with time changes (i.e.
Figure 2e-f) and tense changes (i.e. Figure 2h), where the subject HE co-occurs with the
adverbial phrases of definite time TOMORROW MORNING in particular (i.e. Figure 2e-f).
(7) [3rdO3rdSV]  [3rdSAdvV~](a reported declarative).: indirect speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] TOLDab] [HE[left] TOMORROW + HE[left]
MORNING + HE[left] ON-TIME ARRIVED SCHOOL].
‘The teacher told the student that he arrived at school on time the next morning.’

a. STUDENTb[left]

b. TEACHERa

c. TOLDab

d. HE[left] e. TOMORROW
+ HE[left]

[right]
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f. MORNING

g. ON-TIME

h. ARRIVED

i. SCHOOL

+ HE[left]
Figure 2
In (8), the other person as an observer reports the yes/no question in indirect speech.
The third person subject of the reported question is omitted and unshifted (i.e. Figure 3d-j),
where the student and teacher are assigned to the left and to the right respectively. The verb
LEND (i.e. Figure 3j) moves from left to right other than inward toward the reporter. Like the
reported speech in ASL, she sings the discourse content from her spatial perspective (i.e.
Figure 3), and expresses urgent expression of the teacher from the affective or attitudinal
perspective of the teacher (i.e. Figure 3d-j) (Emmorey and Reilly 1998; Emmorey 2002).
(8) [3rdO3rdSV]  [(3rdS)V~](a reported question).: indirect speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right][fem] ASKEDab] [HAD MATTER
URGENT[upset] GO-OUTi-j, BICYCLEc MAY LENDb+ca].
‘The teacher asked the student if he could lend his bicycle to her because she had an
urgent need to go out.’

a. STUDENTb[left] b. TEACHERa

c. ASKEDab

d. HAD

e. MATTER

[right][fem]

f. URGENT
Figure 3

g. GO-OUTi-j

h. BICYCLEc
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i. MAY

j. LENDb+ca

Specifically, in the projecting clause, the SVO word order as in (6) and the OSV word
order as in (7) and (8) mark the same spatial relation between the nominals like TEACHER
and STUDENT and the S-O agreement verb like TOLD and ASKED (i.e. Figure 1a-c, 2a-c,
3a-c). The verb moves from the S-locus (TEACHER) to the O-locus (STUDENT) (i.e. Figure
1b, 2c, 3c), where the subject is the teacher assigned to the right and the object is the student
assigned to the left in syntactic space irrespective of different word orders in syntactic
distributions.
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the reference, space and time in quoted
imperatives in direct speech and in reported imperatives in indirect speech in TSL discourse.
Section 3.2 will compare the imperative with the quoted imperative in direct speech with
referential, spatial, temporal or affective shifts, and with the reported imperative in indirect
speech reported by the reporter such as the signer, the addressee, and the other person.
Section 3.3 will draw conclusions of the main points.
3.2 Quoted imperatives in direct speech and reported imperatives in indirect speech
compared
Direct quotation (oratio recta) evokes the original speech situation, and adopts the point
of view of the original speaker by playing the role to convey, or claim to convey the original
speaker’s exact words in direct discourse (direct speech) (Coulmas 1986). That is, the
reporter recreates reality, and through the discourse which reflects her/his experience, the
speech event is grasped by the addressee (Benveniste 1971). In contrast, indirect quotation
(oratio obliqua) adapts the form of the reported utterance to the speech situation of the report
in indirect discourse (indirect speech) (Coulmas 1986). In other words, the reporter relates a
speech event, and reports the speech from her/his own point of view (Coulmas 1986).
In ASL, the choice between the direct and indirect speech is a matter of style, and the
former appears more often in narrative, where the role playing is expressed by a change in
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pronominal reference and body orientation (Liddell 1977). That is, the direct speech in ASL
is a role-shifting structure, through a shifting of reference from the third person to the first
person to assume the character’s role, of facial expression, of gaze direction or an optional
body position to the side (Padden 1986). In Danish Sign Language (DSL), the role shifting
includes the shifted reference, the shifted attribution of expressive elements, and the shifted
locus (Engberg-Pedersen 1993). Further, the shifted attribution of expressive elements such
as manual signs, imitative facial expression, and the head and body posture can also be used
to report what a person said, did, observed, thought, or felt (Engberg-Pedersen 1993).
Context 1: Please help me buy a coffee.
In (9), a teacher requests a colleague to help him buy a coffee in the imperative form. It
begins with the politeness marker PLEASE followed by the overt second person subject YOU.
The index-pointing meaning ‘you’ can get the attention of the present colleague and indicate
that the request is addressed to her/him.
In direct speech, the signer signs two wordings with equal status (Halliday 2004). In
(10), the other person reports the verbal process clause of saying with the reporting verb
SAID in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 4a-b), and quotes the teacher’s exact words in the
imperative form in the projected clause (i.e. Figure 4c-h). In ASL, boundary breaks can be
determined by prosodic features, such as a change in the orientation of the signer’s head,
body, shoulders, and/or eye gaze in direct speech (Nespor and Sandler 1999; Sandler 2012).
In TSL, in (10) the reporter segments the two clauses (i.e. Figure 4a-b; 4c-h) in direct speech
by shifting to the role of the teacher, whose body, head, and eye gaze are oriented toward the
colleague on the right (i.e. Figure 4c-e). The third person nominal subject TEACHER (i.e.
Figure 4a) shifts to the first person object pronoun ME (i.e. Figure 4f) of the verb HELP in
the quoted imperative. He adopts the teacher’s point of view by a change in reference, locus,
time and facial expression from the spatial, affective or attitudinal perspective of the teacher.
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In addition, the other person can interpret the intention of the quoted imperative in direct
speech in (10), and then report it with the reporting verb REQUESTED in the past tense in
indirect speech as in (11). The reported imperative is expressed differently from the quoted
imperative. The former begins with the base form of the verb BUY, whereas the latter has an
overt shifted second person subject YOU (i.e. Figure 4d).
(9) [Adv2ndSV1stO ~].: imperative mood
T: [PLEASE YOUb HELPba MEa BUYbc COFFEEc ].
‘Please help me buy a coffee.’
(10) [3rdSV]:  [Adv2ndSV1stO~](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [TEACHERa SAID]: [PLEASE YOUa HELPba MEb BUYbc
COFFEEc].
‘The teacher said, ‘Please help me buy a coffee.’’

a. TEACHERa

b. SAID

f. MEa
Figure 4

c. PLEASE

g. BUYbc

d. YOUb

e. HELPba

h. COFFEEc

(11) [3rdSV3rdO]  [V~](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [TEACHERa REQUESTED COLLEAGUEb] [BUYbc COFFEEc].
‘The teacher requested the colleague to buy a coffee.’
Context 2: Quit smoking.
In (12), a teacher requests a student to quit smoking in the negative imperative form (i.e.
Figure 5). It is addressed to the student with the second person subject YOU that goes after
the politeness marker PLEASE (i.e. Figure 5a-b), thereby making it the force of a request. It is
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negated by the verb QUIT expressing prohibition, which is unstressed and accompanied by
the graceful downward motion (i.e. Figure 5d).
The other person reports the verbal process clause of telling with the reporting verb
TOLD preceded by the S-O agreement verb SAW (i.e. Figure 6c-d) in the projecting clause
(i.e. Figure 6a-d) in direct speech as in (13). Particularly, the reporter adopts the view of the
teacher in the quoted imperative, but does not repeat the original teacher’s actual words. First,
the second person subject YOU is omitted, but the referential shift still takes place between
the clauses. The third person nominal object STUDENT (i.e. Figure 6a) in the projecting
clause changes into the implied second person subject YOU in the projected clause (i.e.
Figure 6e-f). Second, there is no politeness marker PLEASE, but the quoted imperative still
functions as a request because it is accompanied by gentle manners and graceful motions
from the spatial and affective or attitudinal perspective of the teacher (i.e. Figure 6e-f). Third,
the quoted imperative is addressed to the student assigned to the left (i.e. Figure 6e-f). It is
different from the imperative addressed to the present student, who is standing in front of the
teacher (i.e. Figure 5).
Further, the other person as an observer interprets the intention of the quoted imperative
in direct speech as in (13). S/he reports it with the reporting verb REQUESTED in the past
tense in indirect speech as in (14).
(12) [Adv2ndSVV].: imperative mood
T: [PLEASE YOU SMOKE QUIT].
‘Please quit smoking.’

a. PLEASE
Figure 5

b. YOU

c. SMOKE
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d. QUIT

(13) [3rdO3rdSVV]:  [(2ndS)VV](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] SAWab TOLDab]: [SMOKE QUIT].
‘The teacher saw the student smoking and said to her/him, ‘Quit smoking.’’

a. STUDENTb[left]

b. TEACHERa[right]

c. SAWab

d. TOLDab

e. SMOKE

f. QUIT

Figure 6
(14) [3rdO3rdSV]  [VV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] REQUESTED] [SMOKE QUIT].
‘The teacher requested the student to quit smoking.’
In (15), a teacher advises a student not to smoke and to quit smoking because it is bad
for the health. On the one hand, the advice is expressed by the negative imperative forms
negated by the auxiliary DON’T and the verb QUIT respectively. Both of them are addressed
to the present student with the implied second person subject YOU. On the other hand, the
reason for the advice is expressed by the form of the declarative ending with the adjectival
complement GOOD-NOT that describes the subject BODY.
In direct speech, in (16) the verbal process clause of telling is reported with the reporting
verb TOLD preceded by the S-O agreement verb SAW (i.e. Figure 7c-d) in the projecting
clause (i.e. Figure 7a-d). The referential and affective shifts occur in the quoted imperatives
and the quoted declarative in the projected clause when the reporter takes on the role of the
teacher, and recreates the advice by empathizing with the teacher’s speech, actions, thoughts,
attitudes, internal feelings, emotions, or states of consciousness from the reporter’s subjective,
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camera-angle, and internal viewpoint (Benveniste 1971; Clements 1975; Emmorey and Reilly
1998; Kuno 1987; Liddell 1995; Lillo-Martin 1995; Morgan 1999; Poulin and Miller 1995).
In other words, she acts out the role of the teacher to offer advice to the student assigned to
the left side in the quoted imperatives and to give a reason in the quoted declarative in the
projected clause, accompanied by the brows frown, worried expression (i.e. Figure 7e-i), and
the head lowered at the end of the complete topic (i.e. Figure 7i) on the part of the spatial,
affective and attitudinal perspective of the teacher.
The other person as an observer interprets what s/he saw in direct speech (i.e. Figure 7)
as in (16). In this case, the affective feature such as the worried frown co-occurs with the S-O
agreement verbs SAW and TOLD (i.e. Figure 7c-d) in the projecting clause, and then spreads
over the quoted imperative in the projected clause (i.e. Figure 7e-i). It is interpreted as the act
of advising (i.e. Figure 7). As a result, she reports it with the reporting verb ADVISED in the
past tense in indirect speech as in (17). In addition, the reported imperatives always begin
with the base form of the verb such as SMOKE and QUIT as in (17). The second person
subject YOU is omitted in the imperatives as in (15) and in the quoted imperatives as in (16).
Therefore, both of them begin with the base form of the verb such as SMOKE and QUIT as
well.
(15) [(2ndS)VAux].: imperative mood [SAdj].: declarative mood [(2ndS)V].: imperative mood
T: [SMOKE DON’T++]. [BODY GOOD-NOT]. [QUIT].
‘Don’t smoke. It is bad for the health. Quit smoking.’
(16) [3rdO3rdSVV] :  {[(2ndS)VAux](a quoted imperative). [SAdj](a quoted
declarative). [(2ndS)V](a quoted imperative).}: direct speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] SAWab TOLDab]: [SMOKE DON’T+].
[BODY GOOD-NOT]. [QUIT].
‘The teacher saw the student smoking and told her/him, ‘Don’t smoke. It is bad for
the health. Quit smoking.’’
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a. STUDENTb[left]

b. TEACHERa[right]

c. SAWab

d. TOLDab

e. SMOKE f. DON’T
Figure 7

g. BODY

h. GOOD-NOT

i. QUIT

(17) [3rdO3rdSVV] {[VAux](a reported imperative). [VV](a reported imperative).}:
indirect speech [SAdj].: declarative mood
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] SAWab ADVISEDab] {[SMOKE
DON’T++]. [QUIT]}. [BODY GOOD-NOT].
‘The teacher saw the student smoking and advised her/him not to smoke and to quit
smoking because it was bad for the health.’
In (18), a teacher orders a student to quit smoking in the negative imperative form. It
begins with the overt second person subject YOU and ends with the verb QUIT expressing
prohibition. The form of the negative imperative addressed to the present student is different
from the role-shifting structure in direct speech as in (19).
In ASL, signers can distinguish direct speech by a change in orientation and pronominal
reference, and hence a reporting verb SAY can be omitted (Liddell 1977). In TSL, the verbal
process clause of saying is reported without using a reporting verb SAID in the projecting
clause (i.e. Figure 8a-d) in direct speech as in (19). The shifting of the reference, locus and
affective features occurs in direct speech when the reporter assumes the role of the teacher in
the quoted imperative in the projected clause (i.e. Figure 8e-g). The referential and spatial
shifts take place when the third person nominal STUDENT assigned to the left (i.e. Figure 8a)
in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 8a-d) shifts to the overt second person subject YOU
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assigned to the same locus on the left side (i.e. Figure 8e) in the quoted imperative in the
projected clause (i.e. Figure 8e-g).
Moreover, in signed languages, manual signs such as ANGRY or nonmanual markers
such as an angry facial expression or body posture can express the attitude or emotions of the
signer or those of a quoted person (Engberg-Pedersen 1995). In TSL, the reporter signs the
emotion sign ANGRY manifested by angry expression and eye gaze directed toward the
student assigned to the left (i.e. Figure 8d) in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 8a-d). The
angry expression of the teacher (i.e. Figure 8d) in the projecting clause is extended to the
quoted imperative in the projected clause (i.e. Figure 8e-g).
The quoted imperative accompanied by angry expression, bigger motions, and sharper
manners is interpreted as an order by the other person. She reports it with the reporting verb
ORDERED in the past tense in indirect speech as in (20). The reported imperative always
begins with the base form of the verb such as SMOKE. Thus, it is distinct from the quoted
imperative that can begin with the shifted second person subject YOU (i.e. Figure 8e) in
direct speech as in (19). It is also different from the original imperative that can begin with
the overt second person subject YOU by pointing to the present student as in (18).
(18) [2ndSVV]!: imperative mood
T: [YOU[anger] SMOKE[anger] QUIT [anger]]!
‘You quit smoking!’
(19) [3rdO3rdSSAdj]:  [2ndSVV](a quoted imperative)!: direct speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] FACE ANGRY[anger]]: [YOU[anger]
SMOKE[anger] QUIT[anger]]!
‘The teacher angrily said to the student, ‘You quit smoking!’’

a. STUDENTb[left]

b. TEACHERa[right]
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c. FACE

d. ANGRY[anger]
Figure 8

e. YOU[anger] f. SMOKE[anger]

g. QUIT[anger]

(20) [3rdO3rdSSAdjV]  [VV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] FACE ANGRY[anger] ORDEREDab[anger]]
[SMOKE[anger] QUIT[anger]].
‘The teacher angrily ordered the student to quit smoking.’
The imperative as in (18) can also be quoted in direct speech as in (21). The reporter
reports the verbal process clause of saying without a reporting verb SAID (i.e. Figure 9a-e).
Rather, she reports the teacher’s rebuke with the S-O agreement verb REBUKED (i.e. Figure
9e). Moreover, linguistic facial expressions of the signers, such as the adverbial facial
expressions co-occurred with ASL verbs, exhibit left-lateralized activation, while activation
for emotional facial expressions of the signers was bilateral because the emotional facial
expressions often correspond with the emotion signs such as HAPPY, and with the affect of a
character during role shifted discourse (McCullough et al. 2005). In TSL, both the emotion
sign ANGRY and the verb REBUKED are accompanied by angry expression of the teacher
(i.e. Figure 9d-e) as in (21). The former expresses the teacher’s anger by the eye gaze
directed toward the teacher (i.e. Figure 9d). The latter moves from the S-locus (TEACHER)
to the O-locus (STUDENT) (i.e. Figure 9e), where the subject TEACHER is assigned to the
right side and the object STUDENT is assigned to the left side (i.e. Figure 9a-b).
The referential shift occurs when the signer imagines a discourse situation where such a
snippet of a speech event is demonstrated during the constructed action (i.e. Figure 9f-g)
(Clark and Gerrig 1990; Lillo-Martin 1995). The third person nominal object STUDENT (i.e.
Figure 9a) is assigned to the left in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 9a-e), and the implied
second person subject YOU of the quoted imperative is also assigned to the left in the
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projected clause (i.e. Figure 9f-g). The reporter acts out the role of the teacher to order the
student to quit smoking in the quoted imperative in the projected clause, accompanied by the
raising of the head and chin, bigger motions, and sharper manners (i.e. Figure 9f-g).
The other person as an observer can interpret and report the direct speech as in (21).
S/he reports it with the verb REBUKED in the past tense and the reporting verb ORDERED
in the past tense in the projecting clause in indirect speech as in (22). In the projected clause,
the reported imperative is expressed by the base form of the verb in indirect speech as in (22),
and the quoted imperative with the implied second person subject is expressed by the base
form of the verb in direct speech as in (21).
(21) [3rdO3rdSSAdjV]:  [(2ndS)VV](a quoted imperative)!: direct speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] FACE ANGRY[anger] REBUKEDab[anger]]:
[SMOKE[anger] QUIT[anger]]!
‘The teacher angrily rebuked the student and said, ‘Quit smoking!’’

a. STUDENTb[left]

b. TEACHERa[right]

e. REBUKEDab[anger]
Figure 9

c. FACE

f. SMOKE[anger]

d. ANGRY[anger]

g. QUIT[anger]

(22) [3rdO3rdSSAdjVV]  [VV] (a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] FACE ANGRY REBUKEDab[anger]
ORDEREDab[anger]] [SMOKE[anger] QUIT[anger]].
‘The teacher angrily rebuked the student and ordered her/him to quit smoking.’
A teacher advises a student to stop smoking in the form of the negative imperative as in
(23). During utterance planning, anticipations and perseverations appear when he cuts off
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after the initial segment of each verb such as STOP, SMOKE, QUIT and STOP (i.e. Figure
10a-d), notices the incomplete exchanges, initializes the repair, corrects his slips of hands,
and, finally, performs the verb STOP by chopping downward firmly (i.e. Figure 10e) (Keller,
Hohenberger, and Leuninger 2003). Interestingly, the incomplete exchanges produced form
the dominant-hand have the same V handshape (i.e. Figure 10a-c), and the verbs such as
STOP, QUIT and STOP (i.e. Figure 10a, 10c, 10d) in the sense of prohibition are semantic
substitutions that can negate the imperative for advice as in (23).
In ASL, there are rapid shifts, or simultaneous occurrence of the description, the signer’s
perspective, and the role taking in the discourse (Lucas and Valli 1990). In TSL, in (24) the
reporter resumes the role of the teacher in the quoted imperative, and then shifts to the role of
the narrator in the description. He quotes the teacher’s advice with the repeated reporting
verb TOLD in the past tense (i.e. Figure 11b) in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 11a-c). The
spatial and referential shifts occur in the quoted imperative when he changes the signing
space to the upper left area, and takes on the role of the teacher to advise the student to stop
smoking, accompanied by the teacher’s eye gaze directed toward the nonpresent student on
the part of the spatial, affective and attitudinal perspective of the teacher (i.e. Figure 11d-e).
The quoted imperative with the implied subject is addressed to the nonpresent student on the
upper left side (i.e. Figure 11d-e) as in (24), which is distinct from the imperative addressed
to the present student who is standing in front of the teacher (i.e. Figure 10) as in (23).
In BSL, the signer sets up scenes and spatial relation between protagonists in space, and
the event space can be cleared for new events (Morgan 1999). In TSL, the reporter clears the
event space in direct speech and switches back to the center to report the student’s thoughts,
feelings and emotions in the description (i.e. Figure 11a-e, 11f-j). He iconically describes the
change of state of the student’s emotions through the kinesthetic and sight images of fear,
shame or embarrassment gradually extended over the description by avoiding eye contact,
placing hands on chest above the heart (i.e. Figure 11g), moving it up on the reddening of the
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face (i.e. Figure 11h), and, finally, bowing the head lower (i.e. Figure 11j) (Chang 2015; Lai
2013). In addition, someone else interprets and reports the direct speech with the reporting
verb ADVISED in the past tense in indirect speech as in (25). The reported and quoted
imperatives begin with the base form of the verb STOP, but the latter has an implied subject.
(23) [(2ndS)VV].: imperative mood
T: [STOPcut-off SMOKEcut-off QUITcut-off STOPcut-off STOP SMOKE].
‘Stop smoking.’

a. STOPcut-off b. SMOKEcut-off c. QUITcut-off d. STOPcut-off
Figure 10

e. STOP

f. SMOKE

(24) [3rdSV3rdO]:  [(2ndS)VV](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [TEACHERa[fem] TOLDab++ STUDENTb]: [STOP SMOKE].
[3rdSV~](a description).: declarative mood
O: [STUDENT FEAR[fear]++, BLUSH[embarrassment or shame] VERY] bow + pause.
‘The teacher said to the student, ‘Stop smoking.’’ The student was so scared that he
blushed.’

a. TEACHERa

b. TOLDab++

c. STUDENTb

d. STOP

e. SMOKE

h. BLUSH[embarrassment or

i. VERY

j. bow +
pause

[fem]

f. STUDENT

g. FEAR[fear]

shame]

Figure 11
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(25) [3rdSV3rdO]  [VV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [TEACHERa[fem] ADVISEDab++ STUDENTb] [STOP SMOKE].
[3rdSV~](a description).: declarative mood
O: [STUDENT FEAR++, BLUSH VERY].
‘The teacher advised the student to stop smoking. The student was so scared that he
blushed.’
In sum, the reporter takes on the role of the character and enters the referential, spatial,
temporal, or affective shifts in the quoted imperative in direct speech. It can be interpreted
and reported in indirect speech. The reported imperative always begins with the base form of
the verb in indirect speech. It is distinct from the quoted imperative beginning with the
shifted reference like the overt or implied second person subject. It is also different from the
imperative addressed to the present addressee with the overt or implied subject.
Context 3: You need to lose weight.
In (26), a doctor suggests a student to lose weight with the verb NEED expressing
necessity in the form of the imperative. It is addressed to the present student with the overt
second person subject YOU.
The imperative for a suggestion can be quoted with the reporting verb TOLD in the past
tense in direct speech as in (27). The shifting of the reference occurs in the quoted imperative.
In direct speech, the third person nominal object STUDENT in the projecting clause shifts to
the overt second person subject YOU in the quoted imperative in the projected clause.
In addition, the imperative for a suggestion to lose weight in the form of having little
flesh on the cheeks can be reported by the doctor as in (28) and by the the student (i.e. Figure
12c-e) as in (29) in indirect speech (Chang 2015). The reporting verb TOLD in the past tense
is used in the projecting clause in both cases. The object of the reporting verb TOLD can be
produced by pointing to the pinky to mean the third person singular feminine object pronoun
HER, as in (28). It can also be omitted in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 12a-b) as in (29).
In (29), when reporting the doctor’s telling, the student expresses her own worried expression
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in the projecting clause, accompanied by her eye gaze directed toward the nonpresent doctor
assigned to the right side (i.e. Figure 12a-b). In the projected clause, the reported imperative
begins with the base form of the verb NEED as in (28) and (29). They are different from the
original imperative addressed to the present student with the overt subject YOU as in (26).
They are also different from the quoted imperative beginning with the overt shifted second
person subject YOU as in (27).
(26) [2ndSVV~].: imperative mood
D: [YOU NEED SUBTRACT THIN].
‘You need to lose weight.’
(27) [3rdSVV3rdO]:  [2ndSVV~](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [DOCTORa SAWab TOLDab STUDENTb]: [YOU NEED SUBTRACT
THIN].
‘The doctor said to the student, ‘You need to lose weight.’’
(28) [1stSV3rdO]  [VV~].: indirect speech
D: [Ia TOLDab HERb] [NEED SUBTRACT THIN].
‘I told her to lose weight.’
(29) [3rdSV(1stO)]  [VV~](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
S: [DOCTORa TOLDab] [NEED SUBTRACT THIN].
‘The doctor told me to lose weight.’

a. DOCTORa
Figure 12

b. TOLDab

c. NEED

d. SUBTRACT

e. THIN

Context 4: Stop signing/talking in the reading room.
There are two dual personal pronouns in ASL (Liddell 2003). They are PRO-DUAL-1
(‘the two of us’) including the signer and PRO-DUAL (‘the two of you/them’) (Liddell 2003).
In TSL, addressing to the two present students standing on the left in the reading room, a
teacher begins the negative imperative with the dual second person subject YOU-TWO (i.e.
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Figure 13a) as in (30). The negative imperative negated by the verb STOP is used for advice,
co-occurring with gentle manners and repeated motions (i.e. Figure 13c).
The negative imperative for advice can be quoted with the reporting verb TOLD in the
past tense in direct speech as in (31). Referential and spatial shifts occur when the reporter
plays the role of the teacher to tell the two students to stop signing in the quoted imperative.
That is, the third person nominal STUDENTS assigned to the left in the projecting clause
shifts to the overt dual second person subject YOU-TWO assigned to the left in the quoted
imperative in the projected clause.
In (32), the other person as an observer describes the two students who are talking in the
declarative form (i.e. Figure 14a-c), and reports the negative imperative in indirect speech (i.e.
Figure 14d-h). In the description, the reciprocal spatial relation is expressed by the dual third
person pronoun and the reciprocal S-O agreement verb (i.e. Figure 14a-c). In indirect speech,
the reporting verb TOLD is preceded by the S-O agreement verb SAW (i.e. Figure 14e-f) in
the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 14d-f). Both of them set up spatial relation between the
teacher and the two students by moving from the locus of the teacher to the locus of the two
students (i.e. Figure 14e-f). Since the two students have been previously assigned to the locus
on the left (i.e. Figure 14a-b) in the description, the object of the S-O agreement verb TOLD
(i.e. Figure 14f) can be omitted in the projecting clause in indirect speech. In the projected
clause, the reported imperative always begins with the base form of the verb (i.e. Figure
14g-h). It is different from the original negative imperative that can begin with the overt dual
second person subject YOU-TWO (i.e. Figure 13a) as in (30). It is also distinct from the
quoted imperative beginning with the shifted dual second person subject YOU-TWO as in
(31).
(30) [2ndSVV].: imperative mood
T: [YOU-TWOb,c SIGN++ STOP++].
‘Both of you stop signing/talking.’
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a. YOU-TWOb,c
Figure 13

b. SIGN++

c. STOP++

(31) [3rdO3rdSVV]:  [2ndSVV](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [STUDENTS b,c[left] TEACHERa[right] SAWab,c TOLDab,c]: [YOU-TWOb,c
SIGN++ STOP++].
‘The teacher said to the students, ‘Both of you stop signing/talking.’’
(32) [3rdSV](a description).: declarative mood
O: [THE-TWO-OF-THEMb,c STUDENTSb,c[left] TALKED-TO-EACH-OTHERbc].
[3rdSVV(3rdO)]  [VV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [TEACHERa[right] SAWab,c TOLDab,c] [SIGN STOP].
‘The two of the students talked to each other. The teacher saw them talking and told
them to stop signing/talking.’

a. THE-TWOOF-THEMb,c

d. TEACHERa

b. STUDENTSb,c[left]

e. SAWab,c

c. TALKED-TO-EACHOTHERbc

f. TOLDab,c

g. SIGN

h. STOP

[right]

Figure 14
The same negative imperative form can be expressed with varying degrees of strength as
in (30) and (33). In (33), the negative imperative begins with the overt dual second person
YOU-TWO produced by simultaneously pointing to the two present students standing on the
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left side in the reading room (i.e. Figure 15a). The negative imperative co-occurs with faster
manners, sharper motions, and the signs signed in a bigger signing space (i.e. Figure 15),
making it the force of an order.
The negative imperative can be quoted with the reporting verb TOLD in the past tense in
direct speech as in (34). The quoted imperative is a role-shifting structure with a change in
reference, space, time, and affective features. The reporter takes on the role of the teacher to
order the two students to stop signing. The reference shifts from the third person nominal
STUDENTS to the overt dual second person subject YOU-TWO.
In (35), the reporter as an observer describes the two students who are talking with the
reciprocal S-O agreement verb TALKED-TO-EACH-OTHER (i.e. Figure 16c). She reports
the verbal process clause of telling without a reporting verb TOLD (i.e. Figure 16d-f). The
use of the S-O agreement verb SAW in the past tense (i.e. Figure 16e) can set up spatial
relation between the subject TEACHER and the omitted object STUDENTS in the projecting
clause. According to Yue Ji in the Chinese book Li Ji, emotions such as sorrow, pleasure, joy,
anger, reverence, and love moved within the mind are expressed by the sounds of the voice.
In TSL, the emotion sign ANGRY (i.e. Figure 16f) is produced by two-handed symmetry of
the handshape, location, orientation and movement from the reporter’s spatial perspective
(Chang 2011b). It is accompanied by the brows pulled down and drawn together, the cheeks
puffed out, the lips tightly pressed together, sharper manners, faster speed, the body leaned
backward, and the sign signed in a bigger signing space on the part of the teacher’s affective
and attitudinal perspective (Ekman 1971; Ekman and Friesen 1969). Moreover, the angry
expression spreads over the reported negative imperative beginning with the base form of the
verb (i.e. Figure 16g-h).
It is distinct from the original negative imperative given by the present teacher to the
two present students with the dual second person subject YOU-TWO (i.e. Figure 15a) as in
(33). It is also different from the quoted imperative given by the nonpresent teacher to the
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two nonpresent students with the shifted dual second person subject YOU-TWO as in (34).
(33) [2ndSVV]!: imperative mood
T: [YOU-TWOb,c[anger] SIGN[anger]++
‘Both of you stop signing/talking!’

a. YOU-TWOb,c

STOP[anger]]!

b. SIGN++[anger]

c. STOP[anger]

[anger]

Figure 15
(34) [3rdO3rdSVV]:  [2ndSVV](a quoted imperative)!: direct speech
O: [STUDENTSb,c[left] TEACHERa[right] SAWab,c TOLDab,c]: [YOU-TWOb,c
[anger] SIGN[anger]++ STOP[anger]++]!
‘The teacher saw the students talking and said to them, ‘Both of you stop signing!’’
(35) [3rdSV](a description).: declarative mood
O: [THE-TWO-OF-THEMb,c STUDENTSb,c[left] TALKED-TO-EACH-OTHERbc].
[3rdSV(3rdO)Adj]  [VV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [TEACHERa[right] SAWab,c ANGRY [anger]] [SIGN[anger]++ STOP[anger]].
‘The two of the students talked to each other. The teacher saw them talking and
angrily told them to stop signing/talking.’

a. THE-TWOOF-THEMb,c

d. TEACHERa
Figure 16

b. STUDENTSb,c[left]

e. SAWab,c

c. TALKED-TO-EACHOTHERbc

f. ANGRY[anger]
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g. SIGN[anger]

h. STOP[anger]

Context 5: Mind the wet hallway floors.
In ASL, the verb WARN can be used to warn friendly with smaller and more gentle
movement, and to alert with repetition, brows raised, or teeth clenched (Campbell 2001). In
TSL, in (36) a teacher reminds a student to avoid falling down in the imperative form, which
begins with the verb MIND co-occurring with gentle manners (i.e. Figure 17a).
The other person can quote it with the reporting verb TOLD in direct speech as in (37).
The third person singular object pronoun HER in the projecting clause shifts to the implied
second person subject YOU in the quoted imperative in the projected clause.
In JSL, kinship signs for the male and female are derived from the emblems used by
Japanese speakers; namely, the thumbs up stands for the male, and the little finger up stands
for the female (Peng 1974). In TSL, the reporter points to the Open A handshape located on
the left to refer to the third person masculine subject HE (i.e. Figure 18a), and points to the I
handshape located on the right to refer to the third person feminine object pronoun HER (i.e.
Figure 18c). The imperative is reported with the reporting verb REMINDED produced by
flicking index fingers and thumbs out gently (i.e. Figure 18b). It co-occurs with the head,
body, and eye gaze oriented toward the nonpresent student assigned to the right (i.e. Figure
18d-f) and the present addressee (i.e. Figure 18g) as in (38). The imperative is accompanied
by the head, body, and eye gaze directed toward the present student (i.e. Figure 17) as in (36).
(36) [(2ndS)V~].: imperative mood
T: [MIND HALLWAY STICKY++ SLIPPERY].
‘Mind the wet hallway floors.’

a. MIND
Figure 17

b. HALLWAY

c. STICKY++
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d. SLIPPERY

(37) [3rdSV3rdO]:  [(2ndS)V~](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [HEa[left] TOLDab HERb[right]]: [MIND HALLWAY STICKY++
SLIPPERY].
‘He said to her, ‘Mind the wet hallway floors.’’
(38) [3rdSV3rdO]  [V~](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [HE[left] REMINDED HER[right]] [MIND HALLWAY STICKY++
SLIPPERY].
‘He reminded her to mind the wet hallway floors.’

a. HE[left]

b. REMINDED

c. HER

d. MIND e. HALLWAY f. STICKY g. SLIPPERY

[right]

Figure 18
Context 6: Learn sign languages if you want to know Deaf culture.
Austin (1962) said, “Advising well or badly, the intents and purposes of the utterance
and its context are important; what is judged true in a school book may not be so judged in a
work of historical research.” Being teachers as transformative intellectuals (Giroux 1988),
Yu-shan Ku (2015) has appealed for the recognition of Taiwan Sign Language as the native
(mother) language of the Deaf population (Smith 2005), and Chang (2010) has claimed that
we should have respect for Natural Sign Language used by the Deaf in Taiwan after
observing from the Deaf culture and the intercultural communication. Therefore, in (39) a
student encourages a classmate to learn Taiwan Sign Language if she wants to know Deaf
culture in communication (i.e. Figure 19).
The imperative for encouragement can be quoted with the reporting verb TOLD in direct
speech with the referential shift as in (40). The third person object pronoun HER assigned to
the right in the projecting clause shifts to the overt second person subject YOU assigned to
the right in the quoted if-clause, and to the implied second person subject YOU in the quoted
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imperative in the projected clause. The quoted imperative is addressed to the nonpresent
classmate assigned to the right as in (40), while the imperative is addressed to the present
classmate who is standing in front of the student (i.e. Figure 19h-j) as in (39).
In addition, the conditional statement in the if-clause and the imperative in the main
clause can also be reported with the reporting verb ENCOURAGED in the past tense (i.e.
Figure 20h) in indirect speech as in (41). The other person as an observer sets up the spatial
relation between the subject and the object in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 20g-i). The
third person singular masculine subject HE is assigned to the left (i.e. Figure 20g) and the
third singular feminine object pronoun HER is assigned to the right (i.e. Figure 20i). She
reports the imperative beginning with the base form of the verb LEARN (i.e. Figure 20j),
accompanied by the orientation of the head, body, and eye gaze directed toward the classmate
located on the right in the reported imperative (i.e. Figure 20j-l). It is different from the
imperative given by the present student to the present classmate (i.e. Figure 19h-j) as in (39).
(39) [IF 2ndSV~], [(2ndS)V~].: imperative mood
S: [IF YOUb WANT UNDERSTAND++ DEAF COMMUNICATION++
CULTURE], [LEARNbc NATURAL SIGN-LANGUAGEc++].
‘If you want to understand the Deaf culture in communication, learn Natural Sign
Language.’

a. IF

b. YOUb

g. CULTURE
Figure 19

c. WANT d. UNDERSTAND++ e. DEAF f. COMMUNICATION

i. NATURAL

h. LEARNbc
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j. SIGN-LANGUAGEc

(40) [3rdSV3rdO]:  [IF 2ndSV~], [(2ndS)V~](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [HEa[left] TOLDab HERb[right]]: [IF YOUb WANT UNDERSTAND DEAF
COMMUNICATION++ CULTURE], [LEARNbc NATURAL
SIGN-LANGUAGEc++].
‘He said to her, ‘If you want to understand the Deaf culture in communication, learn
Natural Sign Language.’’
(41) [IF 3rdSV~], [3rdSV3rdO]  [V~](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [IF SHEb[right] WANTED UNDERSTAND++ DEAF CULTURE], [HEa[left]
ENCOURAGED+ HERb[right]] [LEARNbc NATURAL SIGN-LANGUAGEc].
‘If she wanted to understand the Deaf culture, he encouraged her to learn Natural
Sign Language.’

a. IF

b. SHEb[right]

e. DEAF

f. CULTURE

c. WANTED

g. HEa[left]

d. UNDERSTAND++

h. ENCOURAGED i. HERb[right]

k. NATURAL

j. LEARNbc

l. SIGNLANGUAGEc

Figure 20
Context 7: You need to arrive at school on time tomorrow morning.
In TSL, the use of the locating temporal adverbials such as YESTERDAY, NOW, and
TOMORROW sets up a time framework for the past, present, and future tense (Lin 2007). In
(42), a teacher instructs and orders a student to arrive at school on time tomorrow morning in
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the imperative form with the adverbial phrases of definite time TOMORROW MORNING
expressing the future (i.e. Figure 21b-c). The imperative begins with the overt subject YOU,
accompanied by the teacher’s eye gaze directed toward the present student (i.e. Figure 21a).
Someone else can quote the imperative with the reporting verb TOLD in direct speech as
in (43). The third person nominal STUDENT assigned to the left in the projecting clause
shifts to the overt second person subject YOU assigned to the left in the projected clause.
In (44), the student reports the imperative with the reporting verb WANTED followed
by the first person object pronoun ME (i.e. Figure 22b-c) in the projecting clause in indirect
speech. In the projected clause, the reported imperative begins with the adverbial phrases of
definite time TOMORROW MORNING (i.e. Figure 22d-e) and has the base form of the verb
ARRIVE (i.e. Figure 22g). It is different from the imperative beginning with the overt second
person subject YOU followed by TOMORROW MORNING (i.e. Figure 21a-c) in (42). It is
also distinct from the quoted imperative beginning with the shifted second person subject
YOU followed by the adverbial phrases of definite time TOMORROW MORNING as in (43).
(42) [2ndSAdvV~].: imperative mood
T: [YOU TOMORROW MORNING NEED ON-TIME ARRIVE SCHOOL].
‘You need to arrive at school on time tomorrow morning.’

a. YOU

b. TOMORROW

e. ON-TIME

c. MORNING

f. ARRIVE

Figure 21
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d. NEED

g. SCHOOL

(43) [3rdSV3rdO]:  [(2ndS) AdvV~](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [TEACHERa[right] TOLDab STUDENTb[left]]: [YOU TOMORROW
MORNING NEED ON-TIME ARRIVE SCHOOL].
‘The teacher said to the student, ‘You need to arrive at school on time tomorrow
morning.’’
(44) [3rdSV1stO]  [AdvV~](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
S: [TEACHER WANTED ME] [TOMORROW MORNING ON-TIME
ARRIVE SCHOOL].
‘Teacher wanted me to arrive at school on time tomorrow morning.’

a. TEACHER

c. ME d. TOMORROW

b. WANTED

f. ON-TIME

g. ARRIVE

e. MORNING

h. SCHOOL

Figure 22
Context 8: Quickly go to eat a meal.
An elder sister uses the speed adverb FAST in the imperative to emphasize the urgency
of her younger brother’s going to eat a meal (i.e. Figure 23) in (45). She points to the present
younger brother standing in front of her to make it clear that the order accompanied by faster
speed is addressed to him (i.e. Figure 23a).
The imperative for an order can be quoted in direct speech as in (46). The third person
nominal YOUNGER-BROTHER assigned to the lower-left in the projecting clause shifts to
the overt second person subject YOU assigned to the lower-left side in the projected clause.
The reporting verb TOLD moves from the upper-right side to the lower-left side, where the
elder sister is assigned to the upper-right side, and the younger brother is assigned to the
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lower-left side. The reporter takes the elder sister’s point of view, and orders her brother to
quickly go to eat a meal.
The imperative for an order can also be reported by different viewpoints in indirect
speech. First, someone else as an observer reports it in indirect speech in (47). The observer
reports it from her spatial perspective, and expresses it with affective shifts. On the one hand,
she reports it with the reporting verb WANTED followed by the third person nominal object
YOUNGER-BROTHER in the projecting clause (i.e. Figure 24a-c). The subject and object of
the reporting verb are NP arguments that are inflected with compared referential loci; namely,
the elder sister is assigned to the right side of the syntactic space and the younger brother is
assigned to the left (Lin 2014). The asymmetric upper-right and lower-left spatial relation
between the siblings may indicate their relative height of the siblings being reported, the
height being reported from the perspective of the signer, or the height being reported with no
reference to the signer (Emmorey and Falgier 1999). Nevertheless, in (45) the subject YOU
of the imperative is produced by pointing upward rather than downward toward the present
younger brother (i.e. Figure 23a), so the different heights of the siblings (i.e. Figure 24a, 24c)
do not depict the real heights of the siblings in indirect speech in (47). Rather, the spatial
relation between them may show respect for seniority according to Confucian traditions.
On the other hand, the indirect speech is signed from the spatial perspective of the
observer. Particularly, the affective shift occurs in the reported imperative as in (47). The
reported imperative is accompanied by faster speed, the eye gaze directed toward the younger
brother, and the serious expression of the elder sister from the affective and attitudinal
perspective of the elder sister (i.e. Figure 24d-f).
Secondly, in (48) the younger brother reports it with the reporting verb WANTED
followed by the first person singular object pronoun ME (i.e. Figure 25b-c) in the projecting
clause in indirect speech. The reported imperative is accompanied by the worried frown from
the affective and attitudinal perspective of the younger brother (i.e. Figure 25d-f).
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Finally, the reported imperatives begin with the speed adverb FAST followed by the
base form of the verb GO in indirect speech (i.e. Figure 24d-f, 25d-f) as in (47) and (48).
They are different from the imperative beginning with the overt second person subject YOU
(i.e. Figure 23a) as in (45). They are also distinct from the quoted imperative beginning with
the shifted second person subject YOU in direct speech as in (46).
(45) [2ndS AdvVV]!: imperative mood
ES: [YOU FAST GOi-j EAT] !
‘You quickly go to eat a meal!’

a. YOU
Figure 23

b. FAST

c. GOi-j

d. EAT

(46) [3rdO3rdSV]:  [2ndSAdvVV](a quoted imperative)!: direct speech
O: [YOUNGER-BROTHERb[left] ELDER-SISTERa[right] TOLDab]: [YOU FAST
GOi-j EAT] !
‘The elder sister said to the younger brother, ‘You quickly go to eat a meal!’’
(47) [3rdSV3rdO]  [AdvVV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [ELDER-SISTER[right] WANTED YOUNGER-BROTHER[left]] [FAST GOi-j
EAT].
‘The elder sister wanted the younger brother to quickly go to eat a meal.’

a. ELDER- b. WANTED c. YOUNGERSISTER
BROTHER[left]

d. FAST

e. GOi-j

[right]

Figure 24
(48) [3rdSV1stO]  [AdvVV](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
YB: [ELDER-SISTER WANTED ME] [FAST GOi-j EAT].
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f. EAT

‘My elder sister wanted me to quickly go to have a meal.’

a. ELDER- b. WANTED
SISTER
Figure 25

c. ME

d. FAST

e. GOi-j

f. EAT

Context 9: Squat down or sit down in the auditorium during the speech.
When a student is standing in signers’ line of vision in the auditorium during the speech,
a teacher orders her/him to squat down in the imperative form as in (49). The imperative
addressed to the present student standing in front of the teacher begins with the overt second
person subject YOU (i.e. Figure 26a). The teacher points to the student to make it clear that
the order is addressed to her/him.
The imperative for an order can be quoted with the reporting verb TOLD in the past
tense in direct speech with the referential, spatial, temporal, and affective shifts as in (50).
The teacher is assigned to the center, and the student is assigned to the left in the projecting
clause. The third person nominal object STUDENT in the projecting clause shifts to the
second person subject YOU in the projected clause. The reporter assumes the role of the
teacher. She tells the student to squat down in the quoted imperative.
In indirect speech, someone else as an observer reports the imperative with the reporting
verb WANTED followed by the third person singular masculine object pronoun HIM (i.e.
Figure 27b-c) as in (51). The observer points to the nonpresent student located on the left (i.e.
Figure 27c) in the projecting clause. The reported imperative is expressed by the base form of
the verb SQUAT (i.e. Figure 27d). It is distinct from the imperative that can begin with the
second person subject YOU (i.e. Figure 26a) as in (49). It is also different from the quoted
imperative that can begin with the second person subject YOU in direct speech as in (50).
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(49) [2ndSV]: imperative mood
T: [YOU SQUAT].
‘You squat down.’

a. YOU
Figure 26

b. SQUAT

(50) [3rdO3rdSV]:  [2ndSV](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[right] TOLDab]: [YOU SQUAT].
‘The teacher said to the student, ‘You squat down.’’
(51) [3rdSV3rdO] [V](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [TEACHER[center WANTED HIM[left]] [SQUAT].
‘The teacher wanted him to squat down.’

a. TEACHER[center
Figure 27

b. WANTED

c. HIM[left]

d. SQUAT

In (52), a teacher orders or requests a student to sit down in the form of the imperative
(i.e. Figure 28). The imperative can be quoted with the reporting verb TOLD in the past tense
in direct speech as in (53). The referential, spatial, temporal, affective shifts occur when the
reporter plays the role of the teacher in the quoted imperative. The third person nominal
STUDENT assigned to the left shifts to the implied subject YOU assigned to the same left
side.
In (54), the other person reports what has just been signed by the teacher in indirect
speech. The reporting verb WANTS (i.e. Figure 29b) is in the present tense in the projecting
clause (i.e. Figure 29a-c) when she passes on the teacher’s order or request in indirect speech.
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The object of the reporting verb is the second person singular object pronoun YOU, produced
by pointing to the present student standing in front of the reporter (i.e. Figure 29c).
In (52) – (54), the base form of the verb begins the imperative, the quoted imperative,
and the reported imperative. In (52), the imperative begins with the base form of the verb SIT
when the second person subject YOU is omitted (i.e. Figure 28). In (53), when the shifted
second person subject YOU is implied, the quoted imperative begins with the base form of
the verb SIT. In (54), the reported imperative is always expressed by the base form of the
verb such as SIT (i.e. Figure 29d).
Interestingly, the other person tells the addressee that the teacher wanted someone else
to sit down in indirect speech as in (51). The imperative is reported with the reporting verb
WANTED followed by the personal object HIM located on the left side. By contrast, the
other person passes on the teacher’s instructions in indirect speech as in (54). The imperative
is reported with the reporting verb WANTS followed by the personal object YOU. After
receiving the messages, the present student may sit down.
(52) [(2ndS)V].: imperative mood
T: [SIT].
‘Take a seat.’

a. SIT
Figure 28
(53) [3rdO3rdSV]:  [(2ndS)V](a quoted imperative).: direct speech
O: [STUDENTb[left] TEACHERa[center] TOLDab]: [SIT].
‘The teacher said to the student, ‘Take a seat.’’
(54) [3rdSV2ndO] [V](a reported imperative).: indirect speech
O: [TEACHER[center] WANTS YOU[center]] [SIT].
‘Teacher wants you to sit down.’
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a. TEACHER

b. WANTS

c. YOU[center]

d. SIT

[center]

Figure 29
In sum, the signer performs the imperative from her/his spatial, affective and attitudinal
perspective. The reporter takes on the role of the character in the quoted imperative from the
spatial, affective or attitudinal perspective of the character. The signer and the addressee can
report the indirect speech from their own spatial, affective and attitudinal perspective. Further,
the reporter as an observer can report the imperative form her/his spatial perspective, and
from the affective and attitudinal perspective of the characters.
3.3 Conclusion
In TSL, the imperative can be quoted in direct speech or reported in indirect speech, as
shown in Table 1. The imperative for an order can be addressed to the present student with
the overt second person subject YOU as in (a). The imperative can refer to future reference
with the adverbial phrases of definite time TOMORROW MORNING.
There is an interval between the imperative performed by the signer and the time when it
is reported by the reporter, and therefore the reporter usually uses the reporting verb in the
past tense. The reporter can quote the imperative with the reporting verb such as TOLD and
SAID. For example, the other person may quote the imperative with the reporting verb TOLD
in direct speech as in (b). The reporting verb TOLD is used to establish grammatical relation
between the teacher and the student in the projecting clause. That is, the path movement of
the reporting verb TOLD moves from the S-locus (TEACHER) to the O-locus (STUDENT),
where the teacher is assigned to the right and the student is assigned to the left. Moreover, the
reporter can report the imperative with the reporting verb such as TOLD, REQUESTED,
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ADVISED, ORDERED, REMINDED, ENCOURAGED, or WANTED. For instance, the
other person may report the imperative with the reporting verb TOLD as in (c). In (d), the
student reports the imperative with the reporting verb WANTED followed by the first person
object pronoun ME. In (e), the other person reports the declarative with the reporting verb
TOLD.
Further, the imperative can begin with the overt second person subject YOU as in (a).
The quoted imperative can begin with the overt shifted second person subject YOU as in (b).
In contrast, the reported imperative is always expressed by the base form of the verb. It is
formed by the verb such as NEED as in (c) and ARRIVE as in (d). In (e), the reported
declarative begins with the overt third person subject HE, which co-occurs with the following
signs such as TOMORROW MORNING in particular. The verb ARRIVED in the reported
declarative is in the past tense.
Crucially, in (a) the teacher performs the imperative from her spatial, affective and
attitudinal perspective. In (b), the quoted imperative is performed by the reporter, who takes
on the role of the teacher to give an order in the projected clause with referential, spatial,
temporal and affective shifts from the spatial, affective and attitudinal perspective of the
teacher. The third person nominal STUDENT in the projecting clause shifts to the overt
second person subject YOU assigned to the same left side in the projected clause. In (c), the
reporter signs the indirect speech from her/his spatial perspective. However, s/he has freedom
to decide upon her/his reporting style with the affective shifts. S/he can report the imperative
with neutral facial expression, or empathize with the characters’ thoughts, feelings, emotions,
and attitudes from the affective or attitudinal perspective of the characters. In (d), the reporter
is the student who signs the discourse content from her spatial perspective. In (e), the other
person signs the discourse content from her/his spatial perspective, and accompanies the
reported declarative by the teacher’s serious expression from the attitudinal or affective
perspective of the teacher.
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Table 1 A Comparison of Imperatives, Quoted Imperatives, Reported Imperatives, and
Reported Declaratives
Imperatives
Perspective: The signer performs the action.
Point of View: the second person pronoun
[S + Adv + V(base form) ~].
(a) T: [YOU TOMORROW MORNING
NEED ON-TIME ARRIVE SCHOOL].
Quoted Imperatives in Direct Speech
Perspective: The reporter like the other
person reports someone else’s saying.

Perspective: The character performs the
action.

Point of View: the third person nominal

Point of View: the second person pronoun

[S+ V(reporting verb) + O]:

[S + Adv + V(base form) ~].

(b) O: [TEACHER TOLD STUDENT]: [YOU TOMORROW MORNING NEED
ON-TIME ARRIVE SCHOOL].
Reported Imperatives in Indirect Speech
Perspective: The reporter reports the
telling of the other person.
Point of View: the third person nominal,
and the first person singular.

Perspective: The reporter like someone else
or the addressee reports the action of the
other person.

[S+ V(reporting verb) + O] [Adv + V(base form) ~].
(c) O: [TEACHER TOLD STUDENT] [TOMORROW MORNING NEED
ON-TIME ARRIVE SCHOOL].
(d) S: [TEACHER WANTED ME] [TOMORROW MORNING ON-TIME
ARRIVE SCHOOL].
Reported Declaratives in Indirect Speech
Perspective: The reporter like the other
person reports someone else’s telling.
Point of View: the third person nominal

Perspective: The reporter like someone else
reports the action of the other person.

[O + S+ V(reporting verb] [S + Adv + V(the past tense) ~].
(e) O: [STUDENT TEACHER TOLD] [HE TOMORROW + HE MORNING + HE
ON-TIME ARRIVED SCHOOL].
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Chapter 4
CONCLUSIONS
We learn by previous studies in TSL that we could have real understanding of the Deaf
culture if we can communicate with TSL signers who sign different dialects and respect the
Deaf’s different perspectives of signing the same thing with handshape, location, movement,
and orientation changes and variations on words and on sentence structures in different
regions in Taiwan over time, as discussed in Chapter 1 (Chang 2009a, 2010, 2014a, 2015;
Chen and Tai 2009; Lee 2003; Smith 2005; Su and Tai 2009; Tai and Tsay 2009; Tai and
Tsay 2015; Tsay and Myers 2009). Moreover, verb types such as spatial verbs can
simultaneously co-occur with classifier predicates, and grammatical or affective features can
co-occur with minimal pairs, epistemic modals, verb agreement, noun phrases, interrogatives,
and adjectival verbs in comparative constructions (Chang 2009a; Chang, Su, and Tai 2005;
Chen 2012; Lai 2005; Lin and Chang 2011; Lin 2014; Myers, Lee, and Tsay 2005; Tai 2013;
Tai and Su 2006; Tai and Tsay 2009; Tai and Tsay 2015; Tsay and Myers 2009).
In spoken languages, saying x we say or report someone else’s words to other(s) in
direct or indirect speech, doing y in saying x we do the action such as advice, a request,
permission, or an order in imperative, declarative, or interrogative moods, and by saying x we
bring about or achieve convincing, persuading, deterring, and even surprising or misleading
(Austin 1962; Searle 1979).
In sign languages, the same set of speech acts exists for communication, but there exists
modality effect. In ASL, the use of blunt speech is not valued as rudeness among the Deaf
community, but it would violate the Deaf’s cultural values and norms of politeness if we lack
for a proper extending farewell (Hall 1989; Hoza 2007; Lane et al. 1996). In TSL, due to
familiarity and obligations, the use of the imperatives for orders given by a parent to a child,
by a teacher to a student, and by a student to a best friend may not lead to impoliteness in
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certain speech situations, as in (1), (2), (10) and (14) in Table 1 – 3. In contrast, the use of the
imperatives for orders given by a child to a parent, by a student to a teacher, or by a student to
a distance acquaintance would lead to impoliteness because of the larger vertical (e.g. role) or
horizontal (e.g. unfamiliarity) distance. Additionally, to make the advice or requests more
polite or reasonable, TSL signers may use the forms of the imperatives in (3), (4), (5), (6),
(11), (15) and (16), of declaratives in (7), (8), (13) and (17), and of interrogatives in (9), (12)
and (18).
Table 1 What do you do when someone is smoking?
Forms

Imperatives

Examples
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

SMOKE MAY-NOT!
YOU MAY-NOT!
YOU CANNOT SMOKE.
DON’T SMOKE, ALSO DON’T HARM OTHER PERSON.
PLEASE YOU SMOKE STOP.

(6) PLEASE YOU SMOKE STOP BECAUSE HAVE CHILD
CHILD + HERE PRESENT++.
Declaratives
Interrogatives

(7) SORRY. FATHER. BEG DON’T SMOKE.
(8) I HOPE YOU SMOKE QUIT!
(9) YOU MAY MAY-NOT SMOKE LESS SMOKE FOR YOUR
SELF BODY HEALTH?

Table 2 How do you borrow something from someone?
Forms
Imperatives

Examples
(10) YOU BICYCLE LEND ME!
(11) THIS PEN LEND ME, MAY?

Interrogatives (12) YOU HAVE^HAVE-NOT ERASER LEND ME?
Declaratives

(13) EXCUSE-ME. I FORGET BRING ERASER. DON’T-KNOW
TEACHER HAVE^HAVE-NOT ERASER LEND ME.

Table 3 What do you do if it is cold in the classroom?
Forms
Imperatives

Examples
(14) YOU GO WINDOW SHUT!
(15) IF CONVENIENT, HELP ME AIR-CONDITIONER
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DEGREE + TURN-UP A-BIT.
(16) THAT GLASSES + WEAR CLASSMATE, PLEASE YOU
HELP WINDOW CLOSE, GOOD GOOD-NOT?
Declaratives

(17) I COLD. TEETH CHATTER.

Interrogatives

(18) THAT GLASSES + WEAR CLASSMATE, BE-WILLING-TO
HELP WINDOW CLOSE?

TSL signers can use polite lexical markers and discourse markers to increase degrees of
politeness, as illustrated in Table 4. The force of the imperative can be mitigated by the
adverb PLEASE, the verb NEED, the modal CANNOT, the auxiliary verb DON’T, the
adverb A-BIT, and the question tag like GOOD GOOD-NOT. The use of the verb like
THINK in the declarative is to mitigate the force of the request. The use of the modals like
MAY MAY-NOT in the interrogative is to offer options to the addressee, resulting in higher
degrees of politeness. In addition, the discourse marker HEY can be used to introduce a
different viewpoint, and so forth.
Table 4 Polite Lexical Markers and Discourse Markers Used in TSL
Lexical Markers
Lexical Markers Used in Imperatives
 PLEASE

 CANNOT

 MAY

 WE

 DON’T

 GOOD

 A-BIT

 GOOD

TOGETHER
 NEED

GOOD-NOT

Lexical Markers Used in Declaratives
 THINK

 HOPE

 BEG

 KNOW-NOT

Lexical Markers Used in Interrogatives
 MAY
 MAY

MAY-NOT

 HAVE

 BE-WILLING-TO

 HAVE^HAVE-NOT

 CONVENIENT

 CAN

Discourse Markers
Discourse Markers Used Before Imperatives, Declaratives, and Interrogatives
 HEY
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Further, children learn to use polite linguistic forms to become members of human
society (Leech 2014). There are conventionalized politeness markers used in TSL. For
example, TSL signers can preface the request with the mild apologies like EXCUSE-ME (i.e.
Figure 1) in (19), and the deep apologies like SORRY-1 or SORRY-2 (i.e. Figure 2a-b) in (20).
The variations of politeness markers like PLEASE-1, PLEASE-2, and PLEASE-3 (i.e. Figure
3a-c) in (21) are derived from the JSL signs PLEASE (i.e. Figure 4a-b) in (22), which can be
used to make a request. The variations of the verb such as THANK-1 or THANK-2[2h] (i.e.
Figure 5a-b) in (23) can go after the imperative to express gratitude. It is the most polite when
the verb THANK is inflected with intensifiers VERY MUCH strengthened by a bigger
chopping movement and the head nodded (i.e. Figure 6) as in (24) (Lai 2005). In (25), the
form YOU-ARE-WELCOME++ (i.e. Figure 7) is a polite response to the thanks.
(19) EXCUSE-ME.
‘Excuse me.’

a. EXCUSE-ME
Figure 1
(20) SORRY-1; SORRY-2.
‘Sorry.’

a. SORRY-1
Figure 2

b. SORRY-2

(21) PLEASE-1; PLEASE-2; PLEASE-3.
‘Please.’
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a. PLEASE-1
Figure 3

b. PLEASE-2

c. PLEASE-3

(22) PLEASE-1; PLEASE -2.
‘Please.’

a. PLEASE-1

b. PLEASE-2

Figure 4
(23) THANK-1++. / THANK-2[2h]++.
‘Thank you.’

a. THANK-1++

b. THANK-2[2h]++

Figure 5
(24) THANK-YOU-VERY-MUCH-3.
‘Thank you very much.’

a. THANK-YOU-VERY-MUCH-3
Figure 6
(25) YOU-ARE-WELCOME++.
‘You are welcome. / It’s a pleasure. / Don’t mention it.’
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a. YOU-ARE-WELCOME++
Figure 7
In spoken languages, tone, intonation, stress, emphasis, gesture, facial expression, and
speech situation can indicate whether the use of the form is polite. In TSL, the nonmanual
markers include grammatical and affective features, such as facial expression, the orientation
of the body, head, and eye gaze, speed, manners, motions, the space size of the signing. They
can be ranged from lower to higher degree of politeness, as illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5 Nonmanual Markers Ranging from Lower to Higher Degrees of Politeness in TSL
Lower Degrees of Politeness

Higher Degrees of Politeness

Nonmanual Markers (Grammatical and Affective Features)
 Stare

with anger.
 Express emotions such as anger
with brows pulled down and



Beckon to the Deaf, or tap the shoulder to get attention
of the Deaf.
 Express emotions like pleasure with a smile and brows

drawn together, and lips pressed
tightly or open squarely.
 Raise the head and move the
chin upward in the final
position of the utterance.
 Lean backward.
 Sign the utterances with sharper
manners and faster speed in a
relatively bigger signing space.

raised.
 Apologize with brows frown, eyes squinted, lips
tightened or pursed, a grimace with teeth showing, a
grimace frown, or a smile.
 Give deference by the eye contact avoided.
 Nod or lower the head, move the chin backward/
forward/downward, or lean forward in the final
position of the utterance.
 Sign the utterances gently and slowly in a relatively
smaller signing space.

When we know A’s words to B in the forms of the quoted and reported imperatives, we
know their meanings in direct and indirect speech. In contrast, we perform the action in the
form of the imperative for a variety of functions when we communicate with TSL signers, as
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discussed in Chapter 3. The signer performs the imperative from the spatial, affective and
attitudinal perspective of the signer. In direct speech, the reporter such as the signer, the
addressee, and the other person takes on the role of the character. The quoted imperative is
expressed by a change in reference, time, space, emotions, and attitudes on the part of the
spatial, affective and attitudinal perspective of the quoted character. In indirect speech, the
reporter such as the signer, the addressee, and the other person reports the imperative
expressed by the base form of the verb from the spatial perspective of the reporter. The
affective shifts occur when the reporter expresses the facial expression of the characters from
the affective and attitudinal perspective of the characters.
In (26), for instance, a teacher instructs and orders students not to play in the school
fountain in the negative imperative form. It is negated by the auxiliary DON’T expressing
prohibition, accompanied by sharper manners and faster speed (i.e. Figure 8).
(26) T: DON’T PLAY++!
‘Don’t play!’

a. DON’T

b. PLAY++

Figure 8
The imperative negated by the auxiliary verb DON’T can be quoted in direct speech and
reported in indirect speech, as compared in Table 6. The subject YOU is omitted in the
negative imperative as in (27) and in the quoted imperatives in direct speech as in (28) and
(29). The reported imperatives are expressed by the base form of the verb negated by the
auxiliary verb DON’T in indirect speech as in (30) – (34).
In (27), the negative imperative can be quoted with the reporting verb such as SAID and
TOLD in the past tense in direct speech as in (28) and (29). It can also be reported with the
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reporting verb such as TOLD or ORDERED in the past tense in indirect speech as in (30) –
(33). When the reporter passes on the teacher’s instruction or order in indirect speech, the
reporting verb WANTS is in the present tense as in (34). We can distinguish the quoted
imperative from the reported imperative with the reporting verb. For example, the reporting
verb SAID is used in direct speech, while the reporting verbs such as ORDERED or WANTS
are used in indirect speech.
Moreover, the reporter takes on the role of the teacher in the quoted imperative from the
spatial, affective, and attitudinal perspective of the teacher. In contrast, the reporter such as
the teacher, the student, and the other person as an observer reports the form of the negative
imperative from her/his spatial perspective. The reporter such as the teacher may report the
imperative accompanied by the serious expression of the teacher from the affective and
attitudinal perspective of the teacher. Additionally, the reporter as the observer may report the
imperative accompanied by the affective features of the characters such as the teacher or
student from the affective and attitudinal perspective of the characters.
Table 6 Imperatives, Quoted Imperatives and Reported Imperatives Compared
Imperatives
[(2ndS)AuxV]
(27) T: DON’T PLAY!
‘Don’t play!’
Quoted Imperatives in Direct Speech
[3rdSV]: [(2ndS)AuxV]
(28) O: TEACHER SAID: DON’T PLAY!
‘ The teacher said, ‘Don’t play!’
[3rdO3rdSV]: [(2ndS)AuxV]
(29) O: STUDENT TEACHER TOLD: DON’T PLAY!
‘The teacher said to the student, ‘Don’t play!’
Reported Imperatives in Indirect Speech
[3rdO1stSV] [AuxV]
(30) T: STUDENT I TOLD DON’T PLAY.
‘I told the student not to play.’
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[3rdSV(1stO)] [AuxV]
(31) S: TEACHER TOLD DON’T PLAY.
‘The teacher told me not to play.’
[3rdO3rdSVV] [AuxV]
(32) O: STUDENT TEACHER SAW TOLD DON’T PLAY.
‘The teacher saw the student playing and told her/him not to play.’
[3rdO3rdSV] [AuxV]
(33) O: STUDENT TEACHER ORDERED DON’T PLAY.
‘The teacher ordered the student not to play.’’
[3rdSV2ndO] [AuxV]
(34) O: TEACHER WANTS YOU DON’T PLAY!
‘The teacher wants you not to play!’

Unlike spoken languages, the optional subject agreement seems to be more marked than
the obligatory object agreement in sign languages (Meier 1982; Rathmann and Mathur 2002).
As is evidenced by the linguistic forms of speech acts performed by TSL signers in this thesis,
I found that the omitted and implied subject of the verb is marked in imperatives, declaratives,
and interrogatives formed by intransitive plain, body-anchored, and spatial verbs having the
word orders like (S)V, and by transitive agreement, spatial, body-anchored, and plain verbs
having the word orders like (S)V(O), V(O)(S), (S)(O)V, (O)V(S), and (O)(S)V. In other
words, we learn the marked forms that have the word orders with an absent subject or object
like _V, _V_, V_ _, and _ _V so that we can sign and read the spatial relation between the
subject and object in TSL with least physical and mental efforts. For example, the imperative
in (27), the quoted imperatives in direct speech in (28) and (29), and the reported imperatives
in indirect speech in (30) – (34) are expressed by the base form of the verb PLAY negated by
the auxiliary verb DON’T.
Moreover, we can read between the signs when we process the bottom-up and top-down
learning driven to learn that the same form can mean and function differently, and different
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forms can mean and function exactly or nearly the same in TSL discourse. For example, there
are two variants of the forms WANT and DON’T-WANT in Southern and Northern Dialects.
A variety of functions of the form WANT are as follows: (i) verbs such as WANT (‘want’) in
the sense of ‘have a desire to do some action’ or ‘possess something’, and NEED (‘need’)
expressing necessity, (ii) adjectives such as BE-WILLING-TO (‘be willing to’) expressing
willingness, and (iii) modals such as NEED (‘need’) expressing necessity, WOULD/WILL
(‘would’/‘will’) expressing willingness, and WILL (‘will’) expressing the future tense, the
assertion or request, etc. A variety of functions of the form DON’T-WANT are as follows: (i)
verbs such as DON’T-WANT (‘don’t want’), NEED-NOT (‘don’t need’), DON’T-LIKE
(‘don’t like’), and DISMISS (‘dismiss’), (ii) auxiliary verbs such as DON’T (‘don’t’)
expressing prohibition, (iii) adjectives such as BE-UNWILLING-TO (‘be unwilling to’)
expressing unwillingness, and (iv) modals such as NEEDN’T (‘needn’t) expressing lack of
necessity, WOULDN’T/WON’T (‘wouldn’t’/‘won’t’) expressing unwillingness, and WON’T
(‘won’t’) expressing the future tense, etc. In (35), for example, a teacher dismisses the class
in the form of the imperative with the verb DISMISS produced in a bigger signing space (i.e.
Figure 9b).
(35) T: BELL + RING++. DISMISS. BELL + RING++.
‘The bell is ringing. Class is dismissed.’

a. BELL + RING++

b. DISMISS

c. BELL + RING++

Figure 9
Finally, the limitation of this thesis is that speech situations are infinite, and hence more
linguistic forms I have learned in class or have been enlightened from previous studies in
TSL and other sign languages in the world need to be further explored in the future research.
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The forms include distributions of question-word questions like WHO, WHAT and WHERE,
relative clauses, indirect question-word questions and indirect subject-questions in speech
acts, modifiers like the adjective OLD, pronouns like YOU-TWO and THE-TWO-OF-THEM
discussed in this study, topics like topicalized object, O, SV found in chapter 2, or O, VS,
topicalized subject S, VO, and topicalized verb phrase VO, S, aspects such as the imperative
implying that the time has now arrived for us to study (i.e. Figure 10) as in (36), and so on.
(36) T: BELL + RING++. BOOK + STUDY LE.
‘The bell is ringing. It’s time for class.’

a. BELL + RING++

b. BOOK +
STUDY

Figure 10
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c. LE
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APPENDIX
Handshapes in Taiwan Sign Language (Tai and Tsay 2015)

Open A
(男 nan)

Flexed A
(副 fu)

B
(胡 hu)

Open B
(手 shou)

Bent B
(九 jiu)

C
(方 fang)

Bent C
(紳 shen)

F
(錢 qian)

Open F
(WC)

G
(像 xiang)

I
(女 nyu)

Flat I
(千 qian)

Curved I
(蟲 chong)

K
(欠 qian)

Open K
(布袋戲 budaixi)

L
(六 liu)

Bent L
(句 ju)

Curved L
(爺 ye)

Curved-baby L
(難 nan)

Flexed L
(很 hen)

Extended N
(鴨 ya)

O
(零 ling)

Open O
(果 guo)

Flat O
(萬 wan)

Baby O
(呂 lyu)
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Bent-baby O
(雞 ji)

R
(筆 bi)

S
(拳 quan)

U
(棕 zong)

V
(二 er)

Curved V
(二十 ershi)

W
(三 san)

Curved W
(三十 sanshi)

Unspread W
(童 tong)

X
(十 shi)

Y
(民 min)

L-I
(守 shou)

X-I
(奶奶 nainai)

1-I
(語 yu)

Flat 1-I
(龍 long)

1
(一 yi)

3
(七 qi)

Curved 3
(虎 hu)

4
(四 si)

Curved 4
(四十 sishi)

5
(五 wu)

Bent 5
(同 tong)

5-Curved Pinky
(八 ba)

Curved 5-Pinky
(八十 bashi)

Piled 5
(薑 jiang)
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8
(借 jie)

Open 8
(菜 cai)

Crossed
Thumb-Index
(隻 zhi)

Thumb-MiddlePinky
(飛機 feiji)

Curved-Index
(鵝 e)

Curved middle
(博 bo)

Middle
(兄 xiong)

Curved-Index-

Ring
(姐 jie)

Ring-Pinky
(百 bai)

Middle
(高 gao)
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